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An act relating to taxation; creating s.

3:

196.185, Florida Statutes; providing that items

J;

of inventory shall be exempt from taxation;

slI

amending ss. 192.001(11)(c), 193.114(1)(b) and

I
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61

(3) (b), 194.032 (13) (b), 195.027 (4) (a),
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196.011(1), and 199.292(4), Florida Statutes,
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1980 Supplement, and s. :92.011, Florida
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21

Statutes, and repealing ss. 192.032(3) and
(4)

(d), 192.042(3), 193.052(1)(b), 193.062(2),

193.511, and 195.073(2)(a), Florida Statutes,
and s. 196.032, Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement, relating to assessment and taxation
of inventory, to conform; revising the
definition of inventory; providing that
application for exemption need not be filed;
eliminating the Local Government Exemption
Trust Fund; providing an effective date.

''
::, .c M! Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
u..,

l

';:; g:,j 221

"'

::,
C. C.

"'.,

Section 1.

Section 196.185, Florida Statutes, is

23: created to read:
.c °'
>---_;:I 24 I
196.185 Exemption of inventory.--All items of
"'
15: inventory a re exempt from ad valorem taxation.
26

Section 2.

Paragraph (c) of subsection (11) of section

21: 192.001, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to
28 I read:
29:

192.001

Definitions.--All definitions set out in

m! chapter 1 that are applicable to this part are included

CODING: Words in�� typ• or• d•letion, from .,:istin9 low; words _underlineio,e additions.

�-6-29-6-1
J! herein •.

66-29-6-1
In �ddition, the following definitions shall apply in

l! the imposition of ad valorem taxes:

3

J:

(11)

"Personal property• for the purposes of ad

valorem taxation, shall be divided into four categories as

5, follows:

(c)

"Inventory" means only those chattels consisting

.21

1.22
1.23
l. 25

of items commonly referred to as goods, wares, and merchandise !1.26
(as well as inventory) which are held for sale or lease to

0:

c�stomer� in the ordinary course of business.

Supplies and

·a• raw materials shall be considered to be inventory only to the

11: extent that they are acquired for sale or lease to customers

,;

iJ!

in the ordinary course of business or will physically become a

part of merchandise intended for sale or lease to customers in

1, ! the ordinary course of business.
16

Partially finished products

which when completed shall be held for sale or lease to

customers in the ordinary course of business shall be deemed
it��s of inventory.

10 · inventory.

All livestock shall be considered

Items of inventory held for lease to customers in

:o the ordinary course of business, rather than for sale, shall

:a be deemed inventory only prior to the initial lease of such

:1

:1
�

75
7o

�

:1

'c

1

tem.s.

For the our_E?_s es _<>_f this section, fuels used in the

oroduction of electricity shall be considered inventory.

ite�o-ef-iRYeAteEy-EefeEs-•a-,he-•a•al-el-sweh-i,ems-iA-a

e�o��-e�-eate�eEy-a�sessaale-•a-a-pa�•iewlaE-taxp.ye�Se.c·ti.on,

3,.

ame�ded to read:

1�2.011

Sectfon: 19.2'.0ll, Florida Statutes, is

All property to be assessed.--The property

appraiser shall assess all property located within his county,

except inventorv, whether such property is taxable, wholly,or
partially exempt, or subject to classification reflecting a

31- value less than its just value at its present highest and best
2
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1. 28

. 29

1. 30

1.31

1. 32

l. 33

1. 34

l. 35
1. 37
.38

.39

.40

l:lus

1. 43
1.45

1.46
1.46

1.4 7

l.48

jl.49
i1. so

1 I use.

Extension on the tax rolls shall be made according to

regula tion promulgated by the department in order properly to

J!

reflect the general law.

Streets, roads, and highways which

1

6· need not be.

a county, or a state agency may be assessed, but

Section 4.

Paragraph (b) of subsectior. (1) and

9: Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:

!

193.114

11;

(1)

Each property appraiser shall prepare the

,.
.,,

(b)

Tangible personal property assessment roll.

1"·

This

roll shall include irlYeR�eEy 7 taxable household goods-. and all

15 1 other taxable tangible personal property.
(3)

16 l

The department shall promulgate regulations and

11; forms for the preparation of the tangible personal property
1e1 roll to reflect:

19 '

(b)

The just value {using the factors set out in s.

�· 193.011) of all such property7-a��7-i�-the-ease-ef-iAYeA,ef'¥r
11 ! tl-te-pet'-eel'll,a<Je-ef-1,he-pl'-9!"Bf'�Yr subject to taxation.
Section 5.

n:

Paragraph (b) of subsection (13) of section

�3 194.032, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

,:, read:

1 5'

194.032

,6

(13)

�-;'

(b)

Hearing complaints.-

There shall be a line entry in each of the columns

m described above, for each of the following property classes:

29

1.

�-: 1.
.'
ii

\1.'

Preparation of assessment rolls.--

!l, following assessment rolls:

'

I

o' paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 193.114, Florida
10

1.

1
!1. '.

J, have been dedicated to or otherwise acquired by a

,1 municipality,

'.

1.

Improved residential property, which shall be

20' identified as "Residential."
3I :

3
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66-29-6-1

66-29-6-1

2.

·Improved commercial property, which shall. be

.76

3.

Improved industrial property, utility property,

.77

identified as "Commercial."

•· leasehold interests, subsurface rights, and other property not
2roperly attributable to other classes listed herein, which

:,; shall be identified as "Industrial and Misc.•
;i,

4.

Agricultural property, which shall be identified as

�i "Agr !CU.!..turc:il."
5.

9'

�angible personal property afte-iRveftee�y, which

6.

Vacant land and nonagricultural acreage, which

Section 6.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (4) of section

::,
1::

195.027
( 4) (a)

"

:1

r:

1.

The rules and regulations prescribed by the

2.

.8

The location of such property.

The or ig'inal cost of such property and, in the case

25 of a cl.ass ot- simil.a-r it.emG, the a-verage cost.

: ,i

2.9

4.

The age of such property and, in the case of a

5.

The condition, including functional and economic

2.13

6.

The taxpayer's estimate of fair market value.

2. 14

class of similar items, the average age.

CODING: 'tll'ord, in�� type ore deletions hom exi!.ting low; words _u�l�o,� odd11icns.

( 1)

Annual application required for exemption.--

Every person or organization who has the legal

�-12

1

.1:
• lE

2.1 i

Si title to real or personal property, except inventory, which is

2.H

!· ownership and use shall, before March 1 of each year, file an

2. 2:

6: entitled by law to exemption from taxation as a result of its
application for exemption with the county property appraiser,

0

1 listing and describing the property for which exemption is

The Department

;1' of Revenue shall prescribe the forms upon which the

Failure to make application, when

IJ required, by March l of any year shall constitute a waiver of

lJ' the exemption privilege for that year.

However, application

2. 2(

2. 2:
2. 2 •

2.2'
2. 21

2. 2'

2. 2'

:;, for exe,n;:,tion will not be required on public roads rights-of

2. 3(

governmental use and benefit or on property owned and used

2. 3:

:6 ·,1ay and bar cow pi ts owned, leased, or held for exclusive

lo exclusively by a municipality for municipal or public purposes
l'

in order for such property to be released from all ad valorem

t.J.xa tion.

The owner of property that received an exemption in

the prior yea,, or a property owner who filed an original

,, ' application that was denied in the prior year solely for not

�eing timely filed, may reapply on a short form as provided by

k10

a: 12.11

depreciation or obsolescence.
: r,

['

2.7

similar items, a description of the class.
J.

/,:.

•4

12.5

property or, when more than one item constit�tes a class of

j:

196.011

11 application is made.

•2

A general identification and description of the

ll Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
3'

1.84

Rules and regulations.--

?rO?erty,-e�Re�-eMaft-iftYeRte,yT which shall include:

Subsection (1) of section 196.011, Florida

10! claimed and certifying its ownership and use.

12. 2

;;;. d,:,2artrr:ent shall require a return of tangible personal

Section 7.

1.82

b.1

IJ, 195.027, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

15 · re,:,d:

'1 :qq

.83

shall be identified as "Vacant Lots and Acreage."

�:; :

1.79
1
�- 79
.80

·i: shall be identified as "Business Machinery and Equipment."

1:

1.78

1j

the department.
]j

�

,a

Section 8.

Subsection (4) of section 199.292, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as amended by chapter 80-274, Laws

of Florida, is amended to read:
199.292

Disposition of intangible personal property

2� taxes; appropriations for expenses of assessment and

� collection; county sharing.-31:

5
COOING: Wo,ds in�� type ar• deletions from existing law; words _!IM�rlined or• additions.

12.3.

• 3'
'2. 3'
2. 3,

2. 3:

!2. 3,

!2. 4:

2.4

2.4

,;-;-:9-6-1

(4)

12. 45

An amount equal to 55 percent of the total net

i�tangiole taxes collected shall be transferred to the Revenue j2.46

Sh.:irin� Tru�t Fund for Counties in the month following

12 - 47

inten�1bie-teHee-eeilee�ee-eAall-ee-tFaR6feFFee-tG-tR0-i.<>Ga•

2.50

cuilection.

An-e�e�nt-eq�el-te-l�-�e�eeAt-ef-tRP-tGtal-RGt

G,,ve�nment-6Hem�t¼en-�F�a�-FwRe-p�Gv�ded-€GF-�R-•T-lg,.oJ2.

The rc�ai�in� b.'.llance of net colle=tions from this tax shall

be tran�ferrej to the General Revenue Fund of �ne state.

For

)� the z.,urpo:.:;c!j of this law, "net collections" means the total

•� amount =o!lectcd less a pro-rata share of all costs as
provided in subsections (2) and
SectLon 9.

(3) •

Subsection (3) of section 192.032, Florida

lJ' Statutes, as umended by chapters 78-269 and 79-334, Laws of

l:los

12.52

2.54
1
l:qq
2.56

2.58

:2.59

1.1

florid.J, subsection

·�

and transferred to paragraph {d) of subsection (4) of section

2.61

1,

subsection (3) of section 192.042, paragraph (b) of subsection

2.62

(4)

of section 196.0011, Florida Statutes,

> as .:i.r,cndcd by chapter 79-400, Laws of Florida, and 3s amended

;,

192.032, Florida Statutes, by ch.:ipter 79-334, Laws of Florida,

(l) of �ectlon 193.052, and subsection (2) of section 193.062,

:o, Florida Stcitutes, and section 193.511, Florida Statutes, as

amended by ch3pter 78-269, Laws of Florida, paragraph (a) of

subsectio� (c) of section 195.073, Florida Statutes, and

section 196.032, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapters 79400 and 80-274, Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed.
Section 10.

:1

.

,

·,
,1,

This act shall take effect July 1, 1981,

.:i�d J��ll apply to 1981 assessments .:ind taxes levied thereon,

;,nd each ye.:ir thereafter.

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY

?rovides that inventory shall be exempt from ad valorem
t.Jxation. Revises the definition of inventory. Provides
th3t application for exemption need not be filed.
SlLmin.:ites the Local Government Exemption Trust Fund.
6
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2.60

2.63

2.64
1

!2. 65

66
(
2.
j 67
:2.68

Florida House of Representatives - 1981

HB 212

By COITJTiittee on Tourism & Economic Development and Representative
Crawford

A bill to be entitled
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An act relating to taxation; amending s.

193.511, Florida Statutes; providing that items
of inventory shall not be assessed for

taxation; amending ss. 193.114 (1) (b) and

,.__
v..o

(3) (b), 194.032(13)(b), and 199.292(4), Florida

0.:,
0.
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._, V
C .C
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Statutes, 1980 Supplement, and repealing ss.
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12
14

15

16

17

193.052(1)(b), and 193.062(2), Florida

Statutes, relating to assessment and taxation

of inventory, to conform; repealing s. 196.032,
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement; eliminating
reimbursement to local governments through the

Local Government Exemption Trust Fund; revising

the distribution of intangible tax revenues;
providing effective dates.

18 Be It Enacted by the Le9islature of the State of Florida:
1
19
10

Section 1.

11

193.511

-v
21 I amended to read:
..0 O>
:,

"'

0. 0.

v, V
.c O>
f- C

13

V,

24

�I

Section 193.511, Florida Statutes, is

Assessment-of Inventory.--All items of

inventory shall not be assessed for the purpose of taxation at
¼9--pereent-of-jost-varoatron,-exeept-that-goods-rn-the

2sl preeess-of-manofaetore-and-rmr-materrars-herd-for-phys±eai

27

ineerperatton-±nto-the--goods-to-be-soM-sharr-be-assessed-for
the-porpese-of-taxatron-at-r-pereent-of-jost-varoatton.

18

purposes of this section, fuels used in the production of

30

the-preee�s-e-f-lft-an��ae��£e.

19

31

For

electricity shall be considered items of inventory �QQQG-4R
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177-98-1-1

177-98-1-1
Section 2.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) and

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:

Each property appraiser shall prepare the

(b)

Tangible personal property assessment roll.

following assessment rolls:

The department shall promulgate regulations and

forms for the preparation of the tangible personal property

roll to reflect:

The just value (using the factors set out in s.

193.011) of all such property7-end7 -±n-�ke-ea6e-ei-�RveRto&y 7
16
17
'8

'J
.1

.)

tke-pefee1'1�e�e-&f-�ke-���y7 subject to taxation.
Section 3.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (13) of section

194.032, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to
read:

194.032
(13)

(b)

Hearing complaints.-

There shall be a line entry in each of the columns

described above, for each of the following property classes:
1.

Improved residential property, which shall be

2.

Improved commercial property, which shall be

3.

Improved industrial property, utility property,

identified as "Residential."

.'7
-�
'1

JO

ll

6.

Vacant land and nonagricultural acreage, which

Section 4.

This

other taxable tangible personal property.

(b)

Tangible personal property and-inventory, which

shall be identified as "Vacant Lots and Acreage."

identified as "Commercial."

leasehold interests, subsurface rights, and other property not
properly attributable to other classes listed herein, which
shall be identified as "Industrial and Misc."
2
COOING: Words in�� type ore deletions from existing low; word, underlined ore additions.

Section 196.032, Florida Statutes, as

amended by chapters 79-400 and 80-274, Laws of Florida, is

roll shall include ±nven�e£y7 taxable household goods7 and all
(3)

5.

shall be identified as "Business Machinery and Equipment."

Preparation of assessment rolls.--

(1)

Agricultural property, which shall be identified as

"Agricultural."

paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 193.114, Florida
193.114

4.

10

11

hereby repealed.

Section 5.

Subsection (4) of section 199.292, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as amended by chapter 80-274, Laws

1
12 of Florida, is amended to read:
13

199.292

16

( 4)

Disposition of intangible personal property

14 taxes; appropriations for expenses of assessment and
1
15 collection; county sharing.-17

18

intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Revenue
Sharing Trust Fund for Counties in the month following

191 collection.

20

21

22

An amount equal to 55 percent of the total net

An-emet<n�-e�Ha±-�e-±5-pefeen�-ef-�Ae-�e�a±-Re�

±n�eng41tte-�eKes-ee±lee�ee-6Aa±±-6€-�£aR6fe££ea-�e-�Ae-wea±

6ove£nmen�-EKempk4efl-�fHS�-FHne-j'>-t"ev4eee-fe£-4R-5T-±9�TOJJT

The remaining balance of net collections from this tax shall

23 be transferred to the General Revenue Fund of the state.

For

24 the purposes of this law, "net collections" means the total

25

amount collected less a pro-rata share of all costs as

2o I provided in subsections (2) and (3).

27

28

29

JO

31

Section 6.

Subsection (3) of section 192.032, Florida

Statutes, as amended by chapters 78-269 and 79-334, Laws of

Florida, subsection (4) of section 196.0011, Florida Statutes,

as amended by chapter 79-400, Laws of Florida, and as amended
and transferred to paragraph (d) of subsection (4) of section
3
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177-98-1-1
192.032, Florida Statutes, by chapter 79-334, Laws of Florida,
and subsection (3) of section 192.042, paragraph (b) of
subsection (1) of section 193.052, and subsection (2) of
JI section 193.062, Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.
Section 7.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law, except that section 5 of this act shall take effect July
1, 1981, and the exemption provided by this act shall apply to
the next assessment made after December 31, 1980, and
thereafter.
10
·1

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

')

HOUSE SUMMARY

.,
:s
16

Provides that inventory shall not be assessed for ad
valorem taxation. Eliminates reimbursement to local
governments through the Local Government Exemption Trust
Fund and provides that the percentage of intangible tax
revenues presently deposited in the fund shall be
deposited in the General Revenue Fund.

17
18
19

n
ii

:l
;J

;s

:,
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:s
29
JO
JI
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to taxation; creating s.
196.185, Florida Statutes; providing that items
J

amending ss. 192.001(11)(c), 193.114(1) (b) and
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0.

...,� .,
.,...,
C .c

6

(3) (b), 194.032(13) (b), 195.027(4)(a),

I

196.011(1) , and 199 .2 92 ( 4), F 1 o rl da Statut es,

8

1980 Supplement, and s. 192.011, Florida

9

Statutes, and repealing ss. 192.032(3) and

u
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of inventory shall be exempt from taxation;

\Q

(4) (d),

192.042(3), 193.052(1)(bl, 193.062(2),

11

.,
Cl.l..C

193.511, and 195.073(2)(a), Florida Statutes,

> ...

\]

and s. 196 .032, F1orida Statu tes, 1980

O

\)

Supplement, relating to assessment and taxation

Q.I dJ
C,,_J
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I..
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C
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�
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C,,'+
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� C
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0.

of inventory, to conform; revising the
definition of inventory; providing that

16

application for exemption need not be filed;

17

eliminating the Local Government Exemption

3. �

18

., C
C -QJ

Trust Fund; creating s. 218.216, Florica

19

Statutes, providing for the deposit of certain

��

...i

"'I..

E::, .c"'

u ...

0
'O I..
0
U'+-

70

tax moneys in the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund

)I

for Municipalities and the Revenue Sharinq

)7'

Trust Fund for Counties; providing for annual

I ..C en
I I- C '

?)

appropriations from the General Revenue Fund to

--�--

)J

the county and municipal revenue sharing trust

11

funds under certain conditions; providing an

)6

effective date.

I "'
I� "'i I
I -- .
- "'
c,,
.Q
::,
, 0. 0.

)7
)8

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

)'/
JO
]1

Section 1.

Section 196.185, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:

CODIHC: Words in�� typ• ar• deletions from u:istin9 low; words _u!'.'derlined ore additions.

196-327B-4-l

196-32JB-4-l

;I

196.185

Section 2.

192.001, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

s

read:
192.001

6

chapter 1 that are applicable to this part are included

31

herein.

9'

the i�position of ad valorem taxes:
"Personal property" for the purposes of ad

111

valorem taxation, shall be divided into four categories as

11:

follows:

1J1
i
II,
161

Ill
?2 I
I
19 I

,a.

(c)

"Inventory" means only those chattels consisting

of items co��only referred to as goods, wares, and merchandise
(as well as inventory) which are held for sale or lease to
customers in the ordinary course of business.

Supplies and

ra� materials shall be considered to be inventory only to the
extent that they are acquired for sale or lease to customers
in the ordinary course of business or will physically become a
part of merchandise intended for sale or lease to customers in

)I

the ordinacy course of business.

))

which when completed shall be held for sale or lease to

le:

customers in the ordinary course of businesR shall be deemed

1,1
)5,
)6 '

except inventory, whether such property is taxable, wholly or
partially exempt, or subject to classification reflecting a
value less than its just value at its present highest and best
use.

In addition, the following definitions shall apply in
( 11)

items of inventory.
inv<?ntory.

Partially fir.ished products

All livestock shall be considered

Items of inventory held for lease to customers in

the ordinary course of business, rather than for sale, shall

)7'

be deemed inventory only prior to the initial lease of such

18

items.

)9

production of electricity shall he considered inventorv.

JO I

!eeffiA-ef-tA�eAceFy-,efeF���e-eAe-eeea!-ef-s�eA-teems-tn-e

JI I

e±ass-ef-eaEe�e�y-asse9saB±e-�e-a-�a��ietl±a�-�aMpeye��

For the ourooses of this section, fuels used in the

2
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All property to be assessed.--The property

appraiser shall assess all property located within his county,

Definitions.--All definitions set out in

I

10 I

192.011

Paragraph (c) of subsection (11) of section

J

Section 192.011, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

inventory_�_exempt from ad valorem taxation.

JI

I
\jj

Section 3.

Exemotion of inventorv.--All items of

Extension on the tax rolls shall be made according to

regulation promulgated by the department in order properly to
Streets, roads, and highways which

10

reflect the general law.

II

have been dedicated to or otherwise acquired by a

11

municipality, a county, or a state agency may be assessed, but

\)

need not be.
Section 4.

IJ

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) and

15

paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 193.114, Florida

16

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:
193.114

II
18
19
lO

( 1)

Preparation of assessment rolls.--

Each property appraiser shall prepare the

following assessment rolls:
(b)

Tangible personal property assessment roll.

This

)I

I
roll shall include ±nvento�yT taxable household goods, and all,

l/

otner taxajle tangible personal property.
(3)

))

The department shall promulgate regulations and

)4

forms for the preparation of the tangible personal property

)5

roll to reflect:
(b)

l6

The just value (using the factors set out in s.

17

193.011) of all such property7-ond7-±n-the-eo�e-ef-±nveneo�y,

18

t�e-pe�ee�te�e-ef-eAe-p�epe�eyT subject to taxation.
Section 5.

l9

ea,ascaph (b) of sobscc,ioo ,,,, of sec,ioo

JO

194.032, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

31

read:
3
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196-327!S-4-l

196-327B-4-l

194.032

Hearing complaints.-

4.

(13)
(b)
JI

5

I

:I

class of similar items, the average age.
There shall be a line entry in each of the columns

5.

described above, for each of the following property classes:
1.

6.

The taxpayer's estimate of fair market value.

Section 7.

Improved commercial property, which shall be

Subsection (1) of section 196.011, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:

identified as "Commercial."
3.

The condition, including functional and economic

depreciation or obsolescence.

Improved residential property, which shall be

identified as "Residential."
2.

The age of such property and, in the case of a

196.011

Improved industrial property, utility property,

( 1)

Annual application required for exemption.--

Every person or organization who has the legal

10

leasehold interests, subsurface rights, and other property not

10

title to real or personal property, except inventory, which is

II

properly attributable to other classes listed herein, which

11

entitled by law to exemption from taxation as a result of its

:: I

shall be identified as "Industrial and Misc."

11

ownership and use shall, before March 1 of each year, file an

13

application for exemption with the county property appraiser,

IJI

"Agricultural."

14

listing and describing the property for which exemption is

15
1

5.

Tangible personal property oMd-iMveMto�y, which

15

claimed and certifying its ownership and use.

16 !
I
171

shall be identified as "Business Machinery and Equipment."

16

of Revenue shall prescribe the forms upon which the

17

application is made.

161

shall be identified as "Vacant Lots and Acreage."

18

required, by March 1 of any year shall constitute a waiver of

19

the exemption privilege for that year.

4.

6.

Agricultural property, which shall be identified as

Vacant land and nonagricultural acreage, which

Section 6.

191

Paragraph (a) of subsection (4) of section

The Department

Failure to make application, when
However, application

)0 I

195.027, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

)0

for exemption will not be required on public roads rights-of

!l 1

read:

11 I

way and borrow pits owned, leased, or held for exclusive

l)
13

i

195.027
(4) (a)

Rules and regulations.-The rules and regulations prescribed by the

ni

governmental use and benefit or on property owned and used

)J

exclusively by a municipality for municipal or public purposes

14

department shall require a return of tangible personal

24

in order for such property to be released from all ad valorem

15

property7-othe�-thoM�iMvento�y7 which shall include:

25

taxation.

2i>

the prior year, or a property owner who filed an original

16

l.

A general identification and description of the

The owner of property that received an exemption in

17

property or, when more than one item constitutes a class of

27

application that was denied in the prior year solely,for not

18

similar items, a description of the class.

28

being timely filed, may reapply on a short form as provided by
the department.

19

2.

The location of such property.

2'I

30

3.

The original cost of such property and, in the case

30

31

of a class of similar items, the average cost.
4
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196-3�7B-4-l

196-327B-4-l

Section 8.

Subsection (4) of section 199.292, Florida

be a?oropriated from the General Revenue Fund the amount

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as amended by chapter 80-274, Laws

sufficient to eauate the estimated rate of growth in the

of Florida, is amended to read:
199.292

revenue sharing trust funds to the estimated rate of growth of

Disposition of intangible personal property

the General Revenue Fund.

taxes; appropriations for expenses of assessment and

Section 10.

collection; county sharing.-(4)
81
!
10
II

Statutes, as amended by chapters 78-269 and 79-334, Laws of

An amount eaual to 55 percent of the total net

Sharing Trust Fund for Counties in the month following
An-emetlnt-e�tlei-te-iS-rereent-of-the-tetei-net

intengible-toxe9-eelieeted-�heii-be-tron�ferred-te-the-beeai

I)

Go�ernment-Bxemrtion-�rtl�t-Ftlnd-�re�ided-for-in-9.-¼9&.932.

ll

The remaining balance of net collections from this tax shall

14

be transferred to the General Revenue Fund of the state.

For

the purposes of this law, "net collections" means the total
16

amount collected less a pro-rata share of all costs as

11

provided in subsections (2) and (3).

13

Section 9.

19
10
)I

11

Section 218.216, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
I

I

1J
)4
15
26

i
11;

181
I

?l I

JO I

i

)I 1

Florida, subsection (4) of section 196.0011, Florida Statutes,

intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Revenue
collection.

218.216
( 1)

Revenue sharinq trust fund; sources.--

�'.oneys collected oursuant to ss. 206.605(2) and

8

as amended by chapter 79-400, Laws of Florida, and as amended

9

and transferred to paragraph (d) of subsection (4) of section

10

192.032, Florida Statutes, by chapter 79-334, Laws of Florida,!
I
subsection (3) of section 192.042, paragraph (b) of subsection;

. II
11

(1) of section 193.052, and subsection (2) of section 193.062, i

ll

Florida Statutes, and section 193.511, Florida Statutes, as

14

amended by chapter 78-269, Laws of Florida, para9raph (a) of

IS

subsection (2) of section 195.073, Florida Statutes, and

16

section 196.032, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapters 79-

II
1

400 and 80-274, Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed.

3I

19

!

)<)'

I

210.20(2) La) ___!;h_a_ll be p_aid into the Revenue Sharina Trust Fune'!

1:1

for Municipalities as provided therein.

))

Moneys collected

pursuant to ss. 199.292(4) and 210.20 (2) {a) shall b�aid into

lJ

the Revenue Sharing, Trust Fund for Counties as provided

)J

therein.

ill

Subsection (3) of section 192.032, Florida

If, pursuant to s. 216.165, the moneys estimated

to be collected and transferred to the above named funds
pursuant to ss. 199.292(4), 206.605(2) and 210.20(2) (a)
reflect a rate of growth in such funds less than the estimated
ra�� of growth in the General Revenue Fund, then there shall
6
-..1,..,,..k � typ• o,e deletions from existing law; words underlined ore additions.

Section 11.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1981,

and shall apply to 1981 assessments and taxes levied thereon,
and each year thereafter.

lS
26
)]

28
29
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JI
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to taxation; creating s.
196.185, Florida Statutes; providing that items
of inventory shall be exempt from taxation;
amend ing ss. 193.114(1)(b) and (3)(b),

u
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u
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and repealing ss. 192.032(3) and (4)(d),
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192.042(3), 193.052(l)(b), 193.062(2), and

0 :,

.,,_
0

(4),

199.292(4), Florid a Statutes,'1980 Supplement,

10

193.511, Florida Statutes, relating to

V,

u-

11

assessment and taxation of inventory, to

1)

conform; providing for reimbursement to local

13

governments through the Local Government

� �I

14

Exemption Trust Fund; increasing the percentage

�I
,�
O> .....

15

of intangible tax revenues deposited in the

16

fund; providing an effective date.
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Section 1.
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:,
0. 0.

))

<l>
.c O>

)3

V,

I- C:

V,

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

)4

Section 196.185, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
196.185

Exemption of inventory.--All items of

inventory shall be exempt from ad valorem taxation.
Section 2.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) and

25

paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 193.114, F lorida

26

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:

)7

28
29

193.114
(1)

Preparation of assessment rolls.--

Each property appraiser shall prepare the

following assessment rolls:

30
31
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222-119A-12-0

222-ll 9A-12-0_
(b)

Tangible personal property assessment roll.

This

roll shall include i-i,vei,ter-yr taxable household goodsr and all
o ther taxable tangible personal property.
(3)

The department shall promulgate regulations and

roll to reflect:

The just value (using the factors set out in s.

193.011) o f all such propertyr-ai,d 7 -i-i,-the-eaae-e£-i-i,vei,ter-yr
10
11

12

13
14

15
16

17

18

19

(b)

There shall be a line entry in each of the columns

described above, for each of the following property classes:
1.

Improved residential pr operty, which shall be

identified as "Residential."
2.

Improved commercial property, which shall be

20

identified as "Commercial."

22

leasehold interests, subsurface rights, and other property not

21

23
24

25
26
27

28

2'I

30
31

district is entitled to receive an annual payment from the

2.24/4

(13)

3.

Improved industrial property, utility property,

properly attributable to other classes listed herein, which
shall be identified as "Industrial and Misc."
4.

3.3

9.27

11.0 /

11.2
11.3

11.4
11.5
11. 6
11. 7

l:qq

shall be identified as "Business Machinery and Equipment."

11. 8/2

shall be identified as "Vacant Lots and Acreage.•

11. 8/4

6.

Vacant land and nonagricultural acreage, which

2
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9

10

11

11.8

I

11.'-_,.

Each qualified county, municipality, or special

fund in an amount which �ttal-to-the-peventte-lost -as-a-r-esttlt

;.1.

11.

12.
12.
12.

12.

e£-the-eddi-ti-ei,e l-eMempti-ena-p=vide.½-i-i,-sr-l�6r93lf3r-aM-thel 12.
r-ed�etiei,-of-i-i,venter-y-aasessmei,t-pr-evide.½-i-n-sr-l9l r �ll r-as

amende.½-by-eh aptep-++-4+6 7 -bavs-o£-P¼er-idaT--Reventte-¼eat

12.

13

value r-edtteti<,i, of inventory as shown on the 1980 assessment

1: 1

15

++-4+67-hava-e£-Fler-i-dar by the applicable current year

12
14

shall be calculated by multiplying��, percent of the just

roll aaaesamei,t-pr-ovided-in-sr-l93r;ll r -aa-amende.½-by-ehapleer

14.

14.

14.

16

millage.

18

December l; or

14.

fund for the preceding year and levied an ad valorem tax for

14.

19

Agricultural property, which shall be identified as[ 11.7
Tangible personal property end-inventory, which

(2)

11

"Agricultural."
5.

Local Government Exemption Trust Fund; annual

2.24/1

Paragraph (bl of subsection (13) of section\ 2.24/3

Hearing complaints.-

196.032

2.22

194.032, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to
194.032

of section

payments to local governments for certain tax revenues lost.-

2.24/2

read:

(4)

chapter 80-274, Laws of Florida, are amended to read:

2.4/4

the-per-eei,t�e-ef-the-pr-eper-ty7 subject to taxation.
Section 3.

Subsections (2), (3) and

196.032, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as amended by

1 : los /'
1 _
2.4/4{

forms for the preparation of the tangible personal property
(b)

Section 4.

2 .4/1

20

(a)

(b)

A qualified local government is one which either:

Made application to the department not later than
Participated in the distribution from the trust

14

14.

14-

21

the current year.

23

deadline of each year, the department shall authorize payment

25

follows:

27

department has received the data necessary to compute the

14.

2'I

lest-in-the-ettprent-£iaeel-yeer s-ed-vel=em-ta�-levy-es-e

14.

31

payment in such the amount o£-thet-½ess.

14.

22
24

26
28

30

(3)

Not later than 30 days after the application

to qualified local governments from the trust fund, as
(a)

Qualified local governments for which the

amount of annual payment as provided in subsection (2) reven�e
i

Eeattlt-e£-the-Pedtteti=-e£-inventery-essessmen t shall receive
3

The department is
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14.

14.

14.
14.

14.

14.

222-119A-12-0

.222�il 9A-12-0
authorized to make payments on a prorated basis if it deems
the balance in the trust fund insufficient to make projected
payments.
(b)

collection.

14 .15(.-

intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Local

7

department has not received sufficient data to compute the

14.15/8
14.15/9

amount collected less a pro-rata share of all costs as

1.

The

fund is being prorated, upon receipt of sufficient data.
(4)

Amounts by which actual payments to any qualified

14.15/14
14.15/15

I)

as the annual payment pursuant to subsection (2) re'Yentle-��t

14.15/17

Id

fr01!rthot-yeori o-od-vol01:en,-to�-levy-o�-the-re�tllt-o-f-the

14.15/lE

ll

redtlet�en-o-f-�nventery-o��e��-nt-pr=ided-�n-�T-l93T5ll7-e�

14 1,:;--,

offlended-ey-ehel"ter-��-4�6 7 -be�-o-f-FleridoT shall constitute a

provided in subsections (2) and (3).

14.15/13

14. 15/lE

Section 6.

Statutes, as amended by chapters 78-269 and 79-334, Laws of
Florida, subsection (4) of section 196.0011, Florida Statu.tes,

12

as amended by chapter 79-400, Laws of Florida, and as amended

1·

13

and transferred to paragraph (d) of subsection (4) of section

1

14

192.032, Florida Statutes, by chapter 79-334, Laws of Florida,

15

subsection (3) of section 192.042, paragraph (b) of subsection

l.

(1) of sectio n 193.052, and subsection (2) of section 193.062,

1.

17

Florida Statutes, and section 193.511, Florida Statutes, as

18

amended by chapter 78-269, Laws of Florida, are hereby

15.7

19

repealed.

15.8

15.4

distribution from the trust fund.

19

shall be made as soon as funds are available.

)0

each state fiscal year, all funds not distributed from the

20

71

Loca l Government Exemption Trust Fund shall revert to the

21

)2

General Revenue Fund.

22

Subsection (4) of section 199.292, Florida

15.8/1

)J

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as amended by chapter 80-274, Laws

15.8/2

7l

of Florida, is amended to read:

);

Section 5.

199.292

Disposition of intangible personal property

16.2

23
24
25
26

16.3

27

17. )

29

30

intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Revenue! 17.14/3

30

31

Sharing Trust Fund for Counties in the month following

77

taxes; appropriations for expenses of assessment and

)8

collection; county sharing.--

29

(4)

An amount equal to 55 percent of the total net

4
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1·

16

. - )
15.l ,_,
15.5

At the end of

1·

10

first priority charge against the following year's
Such deficiency payments

Subsection (3) of section 192.032, Florida

II

16

)3

l'.

For

in an amount equivalent to 85 percent of the replacement funds! 14.15/11

local government are less than the amount finally determined

17

be transferred to the General Revenue Fund of the state.

1

I)

16

1·

amount of annual payment reventle-�o-�o�t shall receive payment! 14.15/10

department shall make full payment, or the proration if the
II

The remaining balance of net collections from this tax shall
the purposes of this law, "net collections" means the total

received the previous year from the trust fund.
10

1;

Government Exemption Trust Fund provided for in s. 196.032.

')

Qualified local governments for which the

An amount equal to 12 l5 percent of the total netl 1·

' 17.14/4

Section 7.

1·

This act shall take effect January 1, 1982. I l

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY
Provides that inventory shall be exempt from ad valorem
taxation. Provides for reimbursement to local
governments through the Local Government Exemption Trust
Fund and increases the percentage of intangible tax
revenues deposited in the fund.

28

31
5
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to taxation; amendir.g s.
193.511, Florida Statutes; providi:-ig t:1at items
of inventory shall not be assessed for

@@ [J)

taxation; amending ss. 193.114(l)(b) and
(3)(b), 194.032(13)(b), 196.032(2), (3) and
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(4), and 199.292(4), Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement, a:-id repealing ss. 192.032(3) and
(4)(d), 192.042(3), 193.052(l)(b), and

10

193.062(2), :lorida Statutes, relating to

11

assessment and taxation of inventory, to

12

conform; providing for reimbursement to local

13

governments through the Local Government

14

Sxemption Trust Fur.d; increasing the percentage

15

of intangible tax revenues deposited in the

16

fund; providi:-ig effective dates.

17
181 Be It C:::-iacted by t:-ie Legislature of t:-ie State of E"lorida:
19

Section l.

20

Section 193. 511,

:lorida Stat'..ltes, is

211 amended to read:
193.511

22

Aeeeee�eflt e£ Inventory.--All items of

231 inventory shall not be assessed for the purpose of taxation at
241 ;9

pe�eefl� ef ��et ve=�a��e�; exeept t�at eyeede �� the

251 ��eeeee e£ �e��£ee���e efl� �aw �ete��e;e �e=cl £e� ��re�ee;
261 ��ee��e�e��efl �flte ��e �ee�e �e ee ee=cl e�e== ee eeeeeeed fe�
VI e�e ����eee e� �eMe��e� e� = pe�eeflt ei ��et ve=�et�e�.
�I purposes of this sec=ion, f�els used in

:or

=�e ?roductio:1 of

�I electricity shall be considered items of i:1ve:1tor� �ee�e �fl
JO\ ::::�e -e�·ee�s:3 af �e.�.·=..€5.e=:.·=-�e.

31
l
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Section 2.

?aragraph (b) of subsection (1) and

21 paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 193.114, =lorida
Statutes,

1980 Supplement, are ame�ded to read:

193.114
( l)

Preparation o: assessme�t rolls.--

�ach property appraiser shall prepare the

61 following assessment rolls:
(b)

Tangible personal property assessment roll.

This

roll shall include ��Ye�te�y7 taxable household goods7 and all
91 other taxable tangible personal property.
10

(3)

The department shall promulgate regulations and

111 :orms for the preparation of t�e tangible personal property
12 roll to reflect:
(b)

13
14

The just value (using the :actors set out in s.

193.011) of all such property7 a�ci7 �� t�e eaee e£ ��Ye�te�t7

151 the �e�ee�tage e£ ��e p�e�e�ty7 subject to taxation.
Section 3.

16

?aragraph (b) of subsection (13) of section

171 194.032, clorida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to
181 read:
19

194.032

20

( 13)

:;1

(b)

�earing complaints.--

There shall be a line entry in each of the columns

nl described above, for each of the following property classes:
23
24
25
25
27

1.

I�proved residential property, which shall be

identi.:ied as "Residential."
2.

Improved commercial prcperty, which shall be

identified as "Commerciai."
3.

Improved industrial property, utility property,

28 I leasehold interest:,, su:Jsur:ace :-:g:-:_:.s, anci ot:-:er ;:::co;,e:-ty not
�I prcpe:cly attributable to ether classes listed herein, which
301 sr-,all be iden-c.:.:ied as "Indust:-ia:'. and :'1isc."
31
:i:·
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4.

Agricultural property, which shall be identified as

5.

Tangible personal property aftd �ftVeftee�y, �hich

6.

Vacant land and nonagricultural acreage, which

"Agricultural."

-II shall ;:ie ide:-itified as "3usi:-iess Machinery and :C:quipment."
61 shall be ide:-itified as "Vacant Lots and Acreage."
Section 4.

Subsections (2),

(3) and (4) of sect::..on

8[ 196.032, ?lorida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as ame:-ided by

9[ chapter 80-274, Laws of ?lorida, are amended to read:

10

196.032

Local Cover:--.rnent :::xemption Trust Fund; annual

11 I pay:nents to local governments for certain tax revenues lost. --

12

( 2)

:C:ach qualified county, �unic1pality, or special

13[ district shall be �s entitled to �eee�ve an annual payment

14[ from the fund in an amount equal to 24 ��e �even�e =es� as e

15[ �es�=� e£ �he �edtie��efl e£ �nven�e�y assessffle�� p�ev�ded �ft s�
16[ =93�5==7 as afflended by ehe��e� tT-4T67 ;aws e£ ==e��ee�

17[ Reventie !est sha!! be ee=eti!aeed �y fflti=��P=t�ney S6 percent of
181 the 1980 just value �edtiee�efl of inventory multi�lied

19[ essessfflent p�ev�ded �fl s� =S3�5==7 as afflended by e�ep�e� 11-

Nl 4167 ;ews e£ ==e��da7 by the current applicable millage of the

21[ aualified local government.

A qualified local government is

22 one which either:
1
(a) Made application to the department not later than
23
24

Decerr.ber 1; or

�

fu:-id for the preceding year a:-id levied an ad valorem tax for

25

(b)

?articipated i:1 the distri;:i�tion fro� the trust

27 I the curre:-it year.

28

( 3)

�ot later than 30 days a�ter the application

29 deadline of each year, t::e c.epart:;ient. s:~.all aut:,orize payment
1
JO to qualified local gover:--.rnents from the tn:st .:u:--,d, as

�-

31

follows:
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Qualified local governments for which the

2 department has received the data necessary to compute the
1
3 amount due from the fund 0£ �eveRhe :ee� iR �he e���e�� £�ee8:
41 yee��e ea ve!e�em �ex !evy ee a �eeti:� 0£ �he �edtie�ieR 0£

51 iRveR�o�y a��e��fflefl� shall receive ?ayment as orovided in

61 subsection W

payments.

10

13
14

15

The department is

the balance in the trust fund insufficient to make projected

9

12

��e amotifl� 0£ t�a� :o��-

authorized to �ake payments on a prorated basis if it deems

8

11

�fl

(b)

1

Qualified local govern;nents for which the

depart�ent has not received sufficient data to compute the
amount due from the fund 0£ �eveRtie �e :eet shall receive

payment in an amount equivalent to 85 percent of the

�e�:eeeffle�t funds received the previous year from the trust
fund for inventory.

The department shall make full payment,

161 or the proration if the fund is being prorated, upon receipt
171 of sufficient data.
18

( 4)

Amounts by whic!1 actual payments to any qualified

191 local government are less than the amount finally determined

�I as being due from the fund the �evefltie !est £�em that yee��e

211 ea va!o�em �ex !evy

85

t�e �eeti!t

221 iR¥eRte�y eeeeeemeRt ,�ov�ded

�fl

0£

the �ed�etioR

e� !93�5::7

85

0£

ameRcieci �1

231 e�e�te� 7�-��07 ;awe 0£ F!o��ie7 s:-iall constitute a first

241 priority charge against the following year's distributicn from

251 the .trust fund.

26
27

Such deficiency payments shall be made as

soon as funds are available.

At the end of each state fiscal

year, all funds not distributed frcm the Local Government

�I Exemption Trust :und shall revert to the General �evenue :und.

29
30

31

Section 5.

Subsection (4) of section 199.292, :lorida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as amended by chapter 80-274, Laws

of florida, is amended to read:

4
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199.292

Disposition of intangible personal property

21 taxes; appropriations for expenses of assessment and
JI collection; county sharir.g. -&\

(4)

An amount equal to 55 percent of the total net

51 intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Revenue
61 Sharing Trust Fund for Counties in the month following
collection.

An amount equal to 20 i5 percent of the total net

81 intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Local
9

Govern:;ient i::xemption Trust :und provided for in s. 196.032.

101 The rema:nir.g bal':nce of net collectior.s from this tax shall
11 I be transferred to t:ie General Rever.ue :und of the state.
121 the purposes of this law,

For

"net collections" means the total

131 amount collected less a pro-rata share of all costs as
14 provided in subsections (2) and (3).
15

Sect:on 6.

Subsection (3) of section 192.032, Flor:da

161 Statutes, as amer.ded by chapters 78-269 and 79-334, Laws of
171 Florida, subsect:on (4) of section 196.0011, !:lorida Statutes,
181 as amended by chapter 79-400, Laws of Florida, and as amended
191 and transferred to paragraph (d) of subsection (4) of section
WI 192.032, Florida Statutes, by chapter 79-334, Laws of Florida,
211 and subsection (3) of section 192.042, paragraph (b) of
221 subsection (1) of section 193.052, and subsect_ion (2) of
231 section 193.062, Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.
2&1

Section 7.

This act siall take effect upon becoming a

251 law, -except that section 5 shall take ef:ect July 1, 1981 and
261 the exe�ptior. provided �y t�is act s:iall apply to assessments
27 I mace or. or after January 1, 1981.
28
29
JO
JI
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*****************************************
LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY
3

Provides that inventory shall not be assessed for ad
valorem taxation. ?rovides for reimbursement to local
governments through the Local Go?ernment �xem�tion �rust
cund and increases the ?ercentage of intangible tax
revenues deposited in the fund.

6
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SUBJECT:

Bill �O. AND SPONSOR:

l. Deffenbaugh

Martin

SB 238 by Senator
Thomas, et al

Taxation

I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
All items of inventory are assessed at 10 percent of
just valuation, for purposes of local ad valorem
taxation (s. 193.511, F.S.). However, goods in the
process of manufacture and raw materials held for
physical incorporation into the goods to be sold are
Items of
assessed at 1 percent of just valuation.
inventory were formerly assessed at 25 percent of
just valuation, which was lowered to 10 percent and
1 percent in 1977. Article VII, section 4, of the
Florida Constitution provides that pursuant to
general law, property held for sale as stock in trade
and livestock may be valued for taxation at a
specified percentage of its value.
This is an
exception to the state constitutional requirement of
a just valuation of all property for ad valorem
taxation. In October 1980 Florida voters approved
a constitutional amendment additionally authorizing
the Legislature to classify inventory for tax purposes,
or to exempt inventory from taxation (see p. 1967,
1980 Session Laws).
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There is currently a Local Government Exemption Trust
Fund that compensates local governments for the loss
in revenue due to the lowering of the assessed value
of inventory from 25 percent to 10 percent in 1977.
(Effective for tax year 1981 the LGE Trust Fund no
longer compensates local governments for the loss
in revenue due to increased homestead exemptions.)
The sole funding for the LGE Trust Fund is the
intangible personal property tax. Effective July 1,
1981, 55 percent of the net intangible taxes
collected are transferred to the Revenue Sharing
Fund for counties, 15 percent to the LGE Trust Fund,
and the remaining balance to the General Revenue
Fund. Until July 1, 1981, present law states that
55 percent of net intangible taxes collected are
transferred to the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund for
counties and the re�aining transferred to the LGE
Trust Fund.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
SB 238 provides that all items of inventory would
not be assessed for purposes of ad valorem taxation.
An alternate source of revenue would be provided
for qualified counties, municipalities, and special
taxing districts entitling each entity to 24 percent
of the 1980 just value of inventory multiµlied by
the current a�plicable millage rate.
(This will
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remain a constant number except for any changes in
the millage rate.) The source of the funds would
be the Local Government Exemption Trust Fund which
would be the only use of the money in the fund. The
percentage of net intanaible taxes collected that is
deposited in the LGE Trust fund would be increased from
15 to 20 percent, decreasino by 5 percent in the amount
deposited in General �evenue.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Businesses would be relieved of local government taxes
on inve�tory, presently assessed at 10 percent of just
value and at 1 percent for goods in process and raw
materials. The tax itself is dependent upon local
government millage rates. Using an average millage
rate of 18.1 mils, the Department of Revenue estimates
that 1980 taxes due to inventory will total $15.6
�illion. Taxes due to inventory for 1979 are
estimated at $14 million. This represents the
amount of money to be saved by all businesses, which
would most likely increase each year.

B.

Government:
As mentioned above, there would be a total loss of
revenue estimated to be $15.6 million for tax year
1980 due to exempting inventory from ad valorem
taxation. The alternate fundina provided to the local
governments would appear to make up for most of the
revenue loss to local governments for the short run.
However, since the amount distributed to the local
governments would be a constant figure (depending
upon the millage rate), the fundina will be increasingly
less than that which would be collected by ad valorem
taxation of inventory. Based on Department of Revenue
estimates for 1980, under present law local governments
will receive $15.6 million in ad valorem taxes on
inventory plus $17 million from the LGE Trust Fund,
totalling $32.6 million. Under this bill, local
governments will receive no ad valorem taxes on
inventory, but would receive from the LGE Trust Fund
24 percent of the 1980 just value of inventory multi
plied by the current millage rate. Rased on 1980
figures and an average rate of 10.4 mils (excluding
school districts which are not entitled to LGE funds),
this would total $26 million. This will remain a
constant figure except for a change in the applicable
millage rate. Total valuation of inventory has increased
by an averaae of 14% a year, which indicates that local
governments would receive less under the bill than under
present law, and that the difference would increase each
year.
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The bill increases from 15 to 20 percent the amount
of total net tansible taxes to be deposited in the LGE
Trust Fund. This extra 5 percent would have otherwise
been adopted in the General Revenue Fund. Based on 198081 estimates of $139.8 million in total net intangible
taxes collected, 5 percent or about $7 million will be
diverted from General Revenue to the LGE Trust Fund.
III.

COMMENTS:

Technical Errors -- None Noted.
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SB 238 by Senator Thomas

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
All items of inventory are assessed at 10 percent of just valuation,
for purposes of local ad valorem taxation (s. 193. 511, Florida
Statutes). However, goods in the process of manufacture and raw
materials held for physical incorporation into the goods to be sold
are assessed at 1 percent of just valuation. Items of inventory were
formerly assessed at 25 percent of just valuation, which was lowered
to 10 percent and l percent in 1977. Article VII, section 4, of the
Florida Constitution provides that pursuant to general law, property
held for sale as stock in trade and livestock may be valued for
taxation at a specified percentage of its value. This is an
exception to the state constitutional requirement of a just valuation
of all property for ad valorem taxation. In October 1980 Florida
voters approved a constitutional amendment additionally authorizing
the Legislature to classify inventory for tax purposes, or to exempt
inventory from taxation (see p. 1967, 1980 Session Laws).
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There is currently a Local Government Exemption Trust Fund that
compensates local governments for the loss in revenue due to the
lowering of the assessed value of inventory from 25 percent to 10
percent in 1977.
(Effective for tax year 1981 the LGE Trust Fund
no longer compensates local governments for the loss in revenue due
to increased homestead exemptions.) The sole funding for the LGE
Trust Fund is the intangible personal property tax. Effective July l,
1981, 55 percent of the net intangible taxes collected are transferred
to the Revenue Sharing Fund for counties, 15 percent to the LGE
Trust Fund, and the remaining balance to the General Revenue Fund.
Until July l, 1981, present law states that 55 percent of net
intangible taxes collected are transferred to the Revenue Sharing Trust
Fund for counties and the remaining transferred to the LGE Trust Fund.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
SB 238 provides that all items of inventory would not be assessed for
purposes of ad valorem taxation.
An alternate source of revenue would be provided for qualified
counties, municipalities, and special taxing districts entitling each
entity to 24 percent of the 1980 just value of inventory multiplied by
the current applicable millage rate.
(This will remain a constant
number except for any changes in the millage rate.) The source of the
funds would be the Local Government Exemption Trust Fund which would
be the only use of the money in the fund. The percentage of net
intangible taxes collected that is deposited in the LGE Trust Fund
would be increased from 15 to 20 percent, decreasing by 5 percent in
the amount deposited in General Revenue.

(

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Businesses would be relieved of local government taxes on inventory,
presently assessed at 10 percent of just value and at 1 percent for
goods in process and raw materials. The exact impact would depend on
local millage rates. Statewide in fiscal 1981-82, ad valorem tax
relief would equal approximately $18.1 million.
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Government:

In 1981-82, the taxable val�e of ·all inventory is projected to equal
$973.5 million. This includes $952.7 m:i:llion of general inventory
assessed at 10% of full market value and $20. 8 million of "goods in
process" assessed at 1% of full market value. At an estimated 18.6
mills of total 1981-82 ad valor:em levies, local governments will
collect $18.1 million, of which school districts will collect $7.2
million.

The state reimburses counties, cities and special districts on the
difference between assessed levels of inventory and 25% of full market
value. In 1981-82, this differential is projected to be $1,928.4
million. Under current law, the state will reimburse $20.7 million.
�,:,i,1, , ,1bicb d o-not=get::::cudm burs ed rwi-ll�,10 t=co-l-1:ecr$..l.-4.-2::::nd:"J:l1::Cfn_ o n_ thI:s=d-J.fferenti-ft-l+-

This bill would eliminate the assessment and taxation of inventory and
reimburse counties, cities and special districts for: the loss of this
taxable value. Reimbursement would equal the local government's current
year millage rate times 24% of the 1980 just value of inventory. This
approximates full reimbursement for both taxes that would be collected
locally and the current state reimbursement.

III.

Twenty-four percent of 1980 full assessed value for inventory is
estimated to be $2,519.0 million. Based on expected millage rates,
state reimbursement under this bill would equal $28.2 million. This
represents an increased state expenditure of $7.5 million over the
This
$20.7 million estimated to be required under current law
a�di ��anal amou�t_wo_uld__be__f_LOl!Lt.he.__Gene�aLRey_enue Fund:ro"SeLoo1 7
�F-1.-ct=mrld-lose-.irre:srtmated 97::;::2 mxlhoo 1o I c1=e:vem1e,c.....Ui-at
-- - �e--tei:roh�d.
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Present Situation:
All items of inventory are assessed at 10 percent of just valuation,
for purposes of local ad valorem taxation (s. 193.511, Florida
Statutes). However, goods in the process of manufacture and raw
materials held for physical incorporation into the goods to be sold
are asses�ed at 1 percent of just valuation. Items of inventory were
formerly assessed at 25 percent of just valuation, which was lowered
to 10 percent and l percent in 1977. Article VII, section 4, of the
Florida Constitution provides that pursuant to general law, property
held for sale as stock in trade and livestock may be valued for
taxation at a specified percentage of its value. This is an
exception to the state constitutional requirement of a just valuation
of all property for ad valorem taxation. In October 1980 Florida
voters approved a constitutional amendment additionally authorizing
the Legislature to classify inventory for tax purposes, or to exempt
inventory from taxation (see p. 1967, l980 Session Laws).
There is currently a Local Government Exemption Trust Fund that
compensates local governments for the loss in revenue due to the
lowering of the assessed v,r1ue of inventory from 25 percent to 10
percent in 1977. (Effective for tax year 198l the LGE Trust Fund
no longer compensates local governments for the loss in revenue due
to increased homestead exemptions.) The sole funding for the LGE
Trust Fund is the intangible personal property tax. Effective July l,
1981, 55 percent of the net intangible taxes collected are transferred
to the Revenue Sharing Fund for counties, l5 percent to the LGE
Trust Fund, and the remaining balance to the General Revenue Fund.
Until July l, 1981, present law states that 55 percent of net
intangible taxes collected arc transferred to the Revenue Sharing Trust
Fund for counties and the remaining transferr�d to the LGE Trust Fund.
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The Municipal Revenue Sharing Fund currently receives eleven
twenty-firsts of the cigarette tax and one eighth of the motor
fuel tax. The estimated growth rate of this fund in 1981-82
is 2.3%. The County Revenue Sharing Fund currently receives
55% of the intangibles tax and one twenty-first of the cigarette
tax. The estimated growth rate of this fund in 1981-82 is 8.4%.
IJ.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
CS/SB 238 provides that items of inventory will not be assessed
for purposes of ad valorern taxation.
The bill provides that the growth rate of the municipal and county
re;cnue sharing trust funds shall be maintained at the growth
rate of the general revenue fund. This shall be done by an
appropriation fror.1 the General Revenue Fund.
The bill also provides that municipalities would no longer be
allowed to use inventories as a basis for occupational license
taxes.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT /\ND FISCAL NOTE:

A.

Public:
Businesses would be relieved of local goverrunent taxes on inventory,
presently assessed at 10 percent of just value and at 1 percent for
goods in pr.ocess and raw materials. The exact impact would depend on
local millage rates. Statewide in fiscal 1981-82, ad valorem tax
'·/
relief would equal approximately $l8.l million.

B.

Government:
In 1981-82, the taxable value of all inventory is projected to equal
$973.5 million. This includes $952.7 million of general inventory
assessed at LO% of full market value and $20.8 million of 11 goods
in process11 c1ssessed at 1% of full market value. At c1n estimc1ted
18.6 mills of total l981-82 ad vc1lorem levies, local governments
will collect $18. 1 million, of which school districts will collect
$7. 2 million.
The state reimburses counties, cities and special districts on the
difference between assessed levels of inventory and 25Z of full market
value. In l98l-82, this differential is projected to be $1,928.4
mill ion. Under current law, the state will reimburse $20. 7 million.
This bill would eliminate the assessment and taxation of inventory
and the current dollar-for-dollar reimbursement to cities, counties
and special districts for tax revenue lost because of assessments
less than 257.. Thus, local governments, including school districts,
will not collect ad valorem taxes of $18.1 million in 1981-82
and the state will not reimburse $20. 7 million." The latter amount
would revert to the General Revenue Fund.
Total county and municipal revenue sharing is expected to grow
5.7% in 1981-82 for a total of $280.7 million. In order to maintain
this fund at the 10.5% growth rate expected in general revenue,
a general revenue appropriation o[ $16. 7 million would be required.
Of this amount $1L,.8 million would go into the municipal revenue
sharing fund and $1.9 million into the county revenue sharing
fund. The total general revenue c1ppropriation required for 198283 would be $38.8 million.
Based on past growth rates, the additionc1l general revenue needed
each year over the previous year's expenditure will average
approximately $27 million over tl1c next five years.
No information is available with wl1ich co estimate the lost revenue
which cities will experience by not being able to base occupational
license taxes on inventories.
The net general revenue impact of this bill in 1981-82 would
be an additional $4.0 million in general revenue. The 1982-83
general revenue impact would be a negative $16.0 million
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�chool districts would not collect an estimated $7.2 million from
the taxation of inventory. However, because the requi red local effort
is set at a dollar amount and the discretionary millage at a fixed
percentage of this amount, tax i:evenue lost fi:om inventory tax reduction/
will be made up by all other taxpayei:s. Thei:e will be some tax loss
i
ol· tax gaip from disci:etiona ry millage levies in individual districts
depending on the i:elativc pi:oportion of inventory located in that
district.
III.

COMMENTS:
This act would take effect upon becoming law. The exemption provided
would apply to all assessments made on or after January 1, 1981.

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL
2..l8.
The elimination of ad valorem taxes on inventory by this bill remains
unchanged. Instead of reimbursing the lost revenues of cities, counties
and special districts based on 1980 inventory assessments, the committee
substitute reimburses cities and counties through the municipal and county
revenue sharing trust funds. These trust funds would be guaranteed a
growth rate equal to the estimated growth rate in the General Revenue
Fund during that year. This is accomplished through a general revenue
appropriation.
The committee substitute also eliminates the authority of cities to base
an occupational license tax on inventories.
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SUHHARY:
A.

Present Situation:
All items of inventory are assessed at 10 percent of just valuation,
for purposes of local ad valorcm taxation (s. 193.511, Florida
Statutes). However, goods in the process of manufacture and raw
materials held for physical incorporation into the goods to be sold
Items of inventory were
arc asse&scd at l percent of just valuation.
formerly assessed at 25 percent of just valuation, which was lowered
to 10 percent and l percent in 1977. Article VII, section 4, of the
Florida Constitution provides that pursuant to general law, property
held for sale as stock in trade and livestock may be valued for
taxation at a specified percentage of its value. This is an
exception to the state constitutional requirement of a just valuation
of all property for ad valorcm taxation. In October 1980 Florida
voters approved a constitutional amendment additionally authorizing
the Legislature to classify inventory for tax purposes, or to exempt
inventory from taxation (see p. 1967, 1980 Session Laws).

r

There is currently a Local Government Exemption Trust Fund that
compensates local govcrrunc3ts for the loss in revenue due to the
lowering of the assessed value of inventory from 25 percent to 10
percent in 1977. (Effective for tax year 1981 the LGE Trust Fund
no longer compensates local governments for the loss in revenue due
to increased homestead exemptions.) The sole funding for the LGE
Trust Fund is the intangible personal property tax. Effective July I,
1981 , 55 percent of the net intangible taxes collected arc transferred
to the Revenue Sharing Fund for counlics, 15 percent to the LGE
Trust Fund, and the remaining balance to the General Revenue Fund.
Until July I, 1981, present law states that 55 percent of net
intangible taxes collected arc transferred co the Revenue Sharing Trust
Fund for counties and the remaining transfer�cd to the LGE Trust Fund.
The Municipal Revenue Sharing Fund currently receives eleven
twenty-firsts of the cigarette tax and one eighth of the motor
(ucl tax. The estimated growth rate of this fund in 1981-82
isl .3%. The County Revenue Sharing Fund currently receives
55% of the intangibles tax and one twenty-first of the cigarette
tax. The estimated growth rate of this fund in 1981-82 is 6. 4%.
Il.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
CS/Sil 238 provides that items of inventory will not be assessed
for purposes of ad valorcm taxaLion.
The bill provides that the growth rate of the municipal and county
revenue sharing trust funds shall be maintained at the growth
race of the general revenue fund. This shall be done by an
appropriation from the General Revenue Fund.
The bill also provides that municipalities would no longer be
allowed to use inventories as a basis for occupational license
taxes.
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ECONOt-UC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:

A.

Public:
Businesses would be relieved of local government taxes on inventory,
presently assessed at 10 percent of just value and at 1 percent for
goods in p.-ocess and raw materials. The exact impact would depend on
local millage rates. Statewide in fiscal 1981-82, ad valorem tax
relief would equal approximately $1 8 .1 million.

B.

Government:
In 19 81-82, the taxable value of all inventory is projected to equal
$973.5 million. This includes $952. 7 million of general inventory
assessed at 10% of full market value and $20.3 million of "goods
in process" assessed at 1% of full market value. At an estimated
18.6 mills of total 1981- 82 ad valorem levies, local governments
will collect $13.1 million, of which school districts will collect
$7.2 million.
/

The state reimburses counties, cities and special districts on the
difference between assessed levels of inventory and 25% of full market
value. In 1981-82, this differential is projected to be $1,923.4
million. Under current law, the state will reimburse $20.7 million.
This bill would eliminate the assessment and taxation of inventory
and the current dollar-for-dollar reimbursement to cities, counties
and special districts for tax revenue lost because of assessments
less than 25;,. Thus, local governments, including school districts,
will not collect ad valorem taxes of $18.1 million in 1981- 82
and the state will not reimburse $20.7 million: The latter amount
would revert to the General Revenue Fund.
Total county and municipal revenue sharing is.expected to grow
3.0% in 19 81- 82 for a total of $286.8 million. In order to maintain
this fund at the 10. 8 % growth rate expected in general revenue,
a general revenue appropriation of $21.6 million would be required.
Of this amount $17. 7 million would go into the municipal revenue
sharing fund and $3.9 million into the county revenue sharing
fund. The total general revenue appropriation required for 19 8283 would be $4C. 7 million.
Based on past growth rates, the additional general revenue needed
each year over the previous year's expenditure will average
approximately $25 million over the next five years.
No information is available with 11hich to estimate the lost revenue
which cities will experience by not being able to base occupational
license taxes on inventories.
The net general revenue impact of this bill in 1981- 82 would
a negative $ .9 million in general revenue. The 1982-83
general revenue impact would be a negative $17.9 _million

May 14, 1981 (revised)
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-School districts would not collect an estimated $7.2 million from
the taxation of inventory. However, because the required local effort
is set at a dollar amount and the discretionary millage at a fixed
percentage of this amount, tax revenue lost from inventory tax reduction
will be made up by all other taxpayers. There will be some tax loss
or tax �ain from discretionary millage levies in individual districts
dcpcnding·on the relative proportion of inventory located in that
district.
III.

COc!HENTS:
This act would take effect upon becoming law. The exemption provided
would apply to all assessments made on or after January 1, 1981.
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to taxation; creating s.

3

196.185, Florida Statutes; exempting inventory

5

192.00l(ll)(c), Florida Statutes, 1980

7

Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, relating to

4

from ad valorem taxation; amending ss. 192.011,

6

Supplement, to conform; amending s. 196.011(1),

8

annual application for exemption; amending s.

9

©@

of invent.ory shall not be assessed for

11

taxation; amending ss. 193.114(l)(b), (3)(b),

12

194.032(13)(b), 196.032(2), (3) and (4), and

13

199.292(4), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement;

14

repealing ss. 196.032, 195.073(2)(a),

15

Statutes, as amended, to conform; creating s.

16

218.216, Florida Statutes; providing for annual

17

appropriations from the General Revenue Fund to

18

the county and municipal revenue sharing trust

19

funds under certain conditions; amending s.

20

199.292(4), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,

21

to conform; repealing ss. 192.032(3), (4)(d),

22

192.042(3), 193.052(l)(b), and 193.062(2),

23

Florida Statutes, as amended, relating.to

24

assessment and taxation of inventory, to

25

conform; amending s. 205.043,

26

prohibiting the use of inventory as a basis for

27

levying municipal occupational license taxes;

28

providing an effective date.

V
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Florida Statutes,

29
301 Be It �nacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
31
1
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Section 1.

1
2

196.185

Florida Statutes, is

Exemption of inventory.--All items of

inventory are exempt from ad valorem taxation.
Section 2.

5
6

Section 196.185,

created to read:

3
4

CS for SB 238

Section 192.011, Florida Statutes, 1980

Supplement, is amended to read:
192.011

7

All property to be assessed.--The property

8

appraiser shall assess all property located within his county,

9

except inventoryL whether such property is taxable, wholly or

10

partially exempt: or subject to classification reflecting a

11

value less than its just value at its present highest and best

12

use.

13

regulation promulgated by the department in order properly to

14

reflect the general law.

15

have been dedicated to or otherwise acquired by a

16

municipality, a county, or a state agency may be assessed, but

17

need not be.

Extension on the tax rolls shall be made according to

Section 3.

18

Streets, roads, and highways which

Paragraph (c) of subsection (11) of section

19

192.001, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

20

read:

21

192.001

Definitions.--All definitions set out in

22

chapter 1 that are applicable to this part are included

23

herein.

24

the imposition of ad valorem taxes:

25

In addition, the following definitions shall apply in

( 11)

"Personal property" for the purposes of ad

26

valorem taxation, shall be divided into four categories as

27

follows:

28

(c)

"Inventory" means only those chattels consisting

291 of items commonly referred to as goods, wares, and merchandise
30

(as well as inventory) which are held for sale or lease to

311 customers in the ordinary course of business.

Supplies and

2
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raw materials shall be considered to be inventory only to the

1

2

extent that they are acquired for sale or lease to customers

3

in the ordinary course of business or will physically become a

4

part of merchandise intended for sale or lease to customers in

5

the ordinary course of business.

6

which when completed shall be held for sale or lease to

7

customers in the ordinary course of business shall be deemed

8

items of inventory.

9

inventory.

Partially finished products

All livestock shall be considered

Items of inventory held for lease to customers in

10

the ordinary course of business, rather than for sale, shall

11

be deemed inventory only prior to the initial lease of such

12

items.

13

ifl a e±aee er eaeegery aeeeeeab±e te a �areie�±ar �ax�aye��

i�eme of ��ve��ory refere �e the teta± ef e�eh i�eme

Section 4.

14

Subsection (1) of section 196.011, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:

15
16

196.011

17

(1)

Annual application required for exemption.-

Every person or organization who has the legal

title to real or personal property, except inventory, which is

18

191 entitled by law to exemption from taxation as a result of its
201 ownership and use shall, before March 1 of each year, file an
211 application for exemption with the county property appraiser,
22

23

1

listing and describing the property for which exemption is
claimed and certifying its ownership and use.

"The Department

24

of Revenue shall prescribe the forms upon which the

25

application is made.

26

required, by March 1 of any year shall constitute a waiver of

27

the exemption privilege for that year.

28

for exemption will not be required on public roads rights-of-

Failure to make application, when
However, application

291 way and borrow pits owned, leased, or held for exclusive
301 governmental use and benefit or on property owned and used
311 exclusively by a municipality for municipal or public purposes
3
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1

in order for such property to be released from all ad valorem

2

taxation.

The owner of property that received an exemption in

3/ the prior year, or a property owner who filed an original
4/ application that was denied in the prior year solely for not
SI being timely filed, may reapply on a short form as provided by
61 the department.
Section 5.

7
8

Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
193.511

9
10

Section 193.511,

Aeeeeemen� ef Inventory.--All items of

inventory shall n_ot be assessed for the purpose of taxatio,n a�

11

i9

pe�eene ef jtie� vai�a�ien7 exee�� �hae geeae in ehe

12

p�eeeee ef mantifaeeti�e and �aw ma�e�iaie heid fe� phreieai

13

inee�pe�aeion inte �he geode �o be eeia ehaii be aeeeeeed fe�

141 ehe pti�peee ef eaxa�ien a� i pe�eene ef jtie� vaitia�ien.

For

151 purposes of this section, fuels used in the production of
161 electricity shall be considered items of inventory geeee �n
171 �he p�eeeee ef mantifaeeti�e.
18

Section 6.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) and

191 paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 193.114, Florida
201 Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:
21

193.114

22

(1)

23
24

Preparation of assessment rolls.--

Each property appraiser shall prepare the

following assessment rolls:
(b)

Tangible personal property assessment roll.

This

251 roll shall include �nvenee�t7 taxable household goods7 and all
261 other taxable tangible personal property.
27

(3)

The department shall promulgate regulations and

281 forms for the preparation of the tangible personal property
291 roll to reflect:
30
31
4
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(b)

1
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The just value (using the factors set out in s.

2

193.011) of all such property, aRd, �fl the eaee ef �RVeRte�y,

3

the �e�eeRtage ef the ��e�e�ty, subject to taxation.
Section 7.

4

Paragraph (b) of subsection (13) of section

5

194.032, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

6

read:

7

194.032

8

(13)

9

(b)

10
11
12
13
14
15

Hearing complaints.--

There shall be a line entr-y in each of the columns

described above,,for each of the follow�ng property classes:
1.

Improved residential property, which shall be

identified as "Residential."
2.

Improved commercial property, which shall be

identified as "Commercial."
3.

Improved industrial property, utility property,

16

leasehold interests, subsurface rights, and other property not

17

properly attributable to other classes listed herein, which

18

shall be identified as "Industrial and Misc."

19

4.

20

"Agricultural."

21

5.

22
23
24
25

Agricultural property, which shall be identified as
Tangible personal property and invente�y, which

shall be identified as "Business Machinery and Equipment."
6.

Vacant land and nonagricultur-al acreage, which

shall be identified as "Vacant Lots and Acreage."
Section 8.

Section 196.032, Florida Statutes, as

26[ amended by chapters 80-261 and 80-274, Laws of Florida, is
27[ hereby repealed.
28

Section 9.

Section 218.216, Florida Statutes, is

291 created to read:
30

218.216

Revenue sharing tr-ust :�nds; sources.--

31
5
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CS for SB 238
Moneys collected pursuant to s. 206.605(2) and s.

210.20(2)(a), shall be paid into the Revenue Sharing Trust

2

Fund for Municipalities as provided therein.

3

Moneys collected

pursuant to s. 199.292(4) and s. 210.20(2)(a) shall be paid

4

into the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund for Counties as provided

5

therein.

6

(2)

7

If, pursuant to s. 216.165, the moneys estimated

to be collected and transferred to the above named funds

8

pursuant to s. 199.292(4), s. 206.605(2) and s. 210.20(2)(a),

9

reflect a rate of growth in such funds less the estimated rate

10

of growth in the General Revenue Fund, then there shall be

11

12

appropriated from the General Revenue Fund the amount

14

revenue sharing trust funds to the estimated rate of growth of

sufficient to equate the estimated rate of growth in the

13

the General Revenue Fund.

15

Section 10.

16

Subsection (4) of section 199.292, i:lorida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:

17

199.292

18

Disposition of intangible personal property

191 taxes; appropriations for expenses of assessment and

201 collection; county sharing.-(4)

21

An amount equal to 55 percent of the total net

intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Revenue

22

Sharing Trust Fund for Counties in the month following

23

241 collection.

Aft ametiftt e�ai te 15 �e�eent ef the tetai ftet

251 ifltafl�ible taxes eeiieetee eha�i be ��aflefe��ee te the beeal

261 6e¥e�ftmeflt Exem�tien T�tie� rtifle ��e¥ieee fe� ifl e� l9G�832�

271 The remaining balance of net collections from this tax shall

28

29

1

be transferred to the General Revenue Fund of the state.

For

the purposes of this law, "net collections" means the total

301 amount collected less a pro-rata share of all costs as
311 provided in subsections (2) and (3).
6
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Section 11.

205.043, Florida Statutes, to read:

3

205.043

4

122

5
6

Subsection (5) is added to section

Conditions for levy; municipalities.--

Inventories shall not be a basis upon which to

levy license taxes.
Section 12.

Subsection (3) of section 192.032, Florida

7

Statutes, as amended by chapters 78-269 and 79-334, Laws of

8

Florida, subsection (4) of section 196.0011, Florida Statutes,

9

as amended by chapter 79-400, Laws of Florida, and as amended

10

and transferred to paragraph (d) of subsection (4) of section

11

192.032, Florida Statutes, by chapter 79-334, Laws of Florida,

12

subsection (3) of section 192.042, paragraph (b) of subsection

13

(1) of section 193.052, subsection (2) of section 193.062,

14

Florida Statutes, and paragraph (a) of subsection (2) of

15

section 195.073, Florida Statutes, as amended by section 10,

16

chapter 80-248, Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed.

17

Section 13.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

18

law and the exemption provided by this act shall apply to

19

assessments made on or after January 1, 1981.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
7
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2

An act relating to taxation; creating s.
196.185, Florida Statutes; exempting items of
inventory from ad valorem taxation; amending s.
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192.011, Florida Statutes, and ss.
193.114(l)(b), (3)(b), 194.032(13)(b),
195.027 (4) (a), Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement; repealing ss. 192. 001 (11)(c),

9

192.042(3), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,

10

s. 195.073(2)(a), Florida Statutes, as amended,

11

and ss. 192.032(3), (4)(d), 193.052(1)(b),

12

193.062 (2), 193. 511, Florida Statutes, relating

13

to the assessment and taxation of inventory to

14

conform; amending s. 196.032, Florida Statutes,

15

1980 Supplement, as amended by chapter 80-274,

16

Laws of Florida; authorizing qualified

17

counties, municipalities, or special districts

18

to receive pro rata share of the total net

19

intangible taxes collected; providing an

20

effective date.

21
22

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

23
24
25
26
27

Section l.

Section 196.185, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
196.185

Exemption of inventory.--All items of

inventory are exempt from ad valorem taxation.
Section 2.

Section 192.011, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
JO

31

192.011

All proper:y to be assessed.--The property

appraiser shall assess all property located within his county,
l
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except inventory, whether such property is taxable, wholly or
2

partially exempt, or subject to classification reflecting a

3 value less than its just value at its present highest and best
4

use.

Extension on the tax rolls shall be made according to

5

regulation promulgated by the department in order properly to

6

reflect the general law.

Streets, roads, and highways which

have been dedicated to or otherwise acquired by a
8

municipality, a county, or a state agency may be assessed, but

9

need not be.
Section 3.

10

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) and

11

paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 193.114, Florida

12

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:

13

193.114

14

( 1)

15

Preparation of assessment rolls.--

Each property appraiser shall prepare the

following assessment rolls:

16

(b)

Tangible personal property assessment roll.

This

17

roll shall include in�entefy7 taxable household goodsT and all

18

other taxable tangible personal property.
( 3)

19

The department shall promulgate regulations and

20

forms for the preparation of the tangible personal property

21

roll to reflect:

22

(b)

The just value (using the factors set out in s.

193.011) of all such property7-end 7 -±ft-tRe-ease-ef-�R�eHto��T

23

tne-rereent�9e-ef-the-rrererty7 subject to taxation.
25
24

�

27

1

Section 4.

194.032, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to
read:

28

194.032

29

( 13)

30

(b)

31

Paragraph (bl of subsection (13) of section

Hearing complaints.--

There shall be a line entry in each of the columns

described above, for each of the following property classes:
2
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l.
2

identified as "Residential."
2.

3
J

5
6

Improved residential property, which shall be
Improved commercial property, which shall be

identified as "Commercial. "
3.

Improved industrial property, utility property,

leasehold interests, subsurface rights, and other property not
properly attributable to other classes listed herein, which

3

shall be identified as "Industrial and Misc."
4.

9

Agricultural property, which shall be identified as

1 Q "Agr icu 1tur a1 . "
5.

11

Tangible personal property �rrd-in�ent::e�y, which

12 shall be identified as "Business Machinery and Equipment."
6.

13
14

Vacant land and nonagricultural acreage, which

shall be identified as "Vacant Lots and Acreage."
Section 5.

15

Paragraph (a) of subsection (4) of section

16

195.027, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

17

read:

18

195.027

19

( 4) ( a)

Rules and regulations.-The rules and regulations prescribed by the

w

department shall require a return of tangible personal

21

property,-other-then-±nventefy, which shall include:

22

l.

A general identification and description of the

23

property or, when more than one item constitutes a class of

24

similar items, a description of the class.

25

2.

The location of such property.

26

3.

The original_cost of such property and, in the case

27
28

29
30

31

of a class of similar items, the average cost.
4.

The age of such property and, in the case of a

class of similar items, the average age.
5.

The condition, including functional and economic

depreciation or obsolescence.
3
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6.
2
3

4

The taxpayer's estimate of fair market value.

Section 6.

Supplement, as amended by chapter 80-274, Laws of Florida, is
amended to read:
196.032

6

9

Local Government Exemption Trust Fund; annual

payments to local governments for certain tax revenues lost.-(1)

8

Section 196.032, Florida Statutes, 1980

There is created the Local Government Exemption

Trust Fund, to be administered by the Department of Revenue.
(2)

Each qualified county, municipality, or special

10

district is entitled to receive an annual payment from the

11

fund in an amount equal to its pro rata share of the total net

12

intangible taxes collected and transferred to the Local

13

Government Exemption Trust Fund pursuant to s.

14

�e�efttie-±e9t-o9-a-re9ti±t-ef-the-re-dttetion-ef-±nventory

15

a99es9ment-pr-e�ided-±n-97-l��7Sll r-e9-emende-d-by-ehopter-11-

16

41G,-.bew9-ef-Fler±de.

199. 292 (4)

the

17

ffiti±t±p±y±n�-�G-pereent-ef-the-re-dtt-etion-of-in�entory

18

assessment-pN:>vided-±n-97-l��7Sll,-e9-emende-d-by-chepter-11-

19

4�&r-baw9-ef-Fler±dar-by-the-ep�l±cebre-m±llege7

w
21

22
23

A qualified

local government is one which either:
(a)

Made application to the department not later than

December l; or
(b)

Participated in the distribution from the trust

24

fund for the preceding year and levied an ad valorem tax for

25

the current year.

26

( 3)

Not later than 30 days after the application

27

deadline of each year, the department shall authorize payment

28

to qualified local governments from the trust fund�,-09

29

fe±±8W6-t

30
31

+a�--etial�f�ee-:l::eea±�vernment9-fer-which-the
ae�ar�ffieftt-ha9-re-e-e-±ve-d-the-cete-:-:-e-c-e-��ery-to-compcte-the
4
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ametlRt-ef-r-eventte-3:o�t-in-the-cttrrent-fi=a�-year L �-ad-varorem
�a�-±eYy-as-e-r-e9tt±t�f-the-re-cittction-of-inventory-e33e33ment
3

shall-re-eeive-�eyment-in-the-emottnt-of-that-:::-033�--�he

4

ee�artmeRt-is-etttheri�ed-to-ma�e-peyment�-on-a-prorated-ba3i9

5

±f-it-eeems-the-be�ence-in-the-trcr�t-fttnd-±n�ttfficient-to-me�e

6

Jc,E-ejeeted-�eyments-:-fa�--etle±ified-3:oee±�overnment�-for-which-the

8

ee�artment-hes-net-reeeived-�ttffieient-dete-to-compttte-the

9

ametlRt-ef-reventte-so-3:ost-shell-reeeive-peyment-in-en-emottnt

10

eE!tl ±Ya left t-te-&S--�e r-cer"I t-o f-the-rep l:-ecement-fttnd3-rece i-ved-the

11

�rev±ett9-yeer-from-the-trttst-fttnd�--�he-depertment-�hell-meke

12

fttll-peymentr-er-the-�roretien-if-the-fcrnd-i3-being-prorated,

13

i:tpeft-re-eeipt-ef-9ttff ieient-dete-:--

14

(4)

Alflettr"1ts-by-whi-eh-=tttal:--payment�-to-enr-qnal:-ified

15

±eeel:-41evernmer"1t-ere-le�9-than-the-emonnt-fine±l:-y-determined

16

e9-the-reventte-l-est-from-thet-yeer L3-acr-verore1Tr-t=-levy-es

J7

the-E-e9i:tl:-t-ef-the-r-edttetien-ef-inventory-e33e3�ment-provided

18

±R-5r-l�J.S-l:-l:-r-as-emende-ci-by-ehepter-rr-4r&,-bew3-of-Pl:-oride,

19

shall-eer"1stitttte-e-fir-9t-�rierity-eherge-eg-ein3t-the-fol:-l:-owir"1�

20

year i s-di9tribtttien-from-the-trtt9t-fttnd�--Sttch-deficieney

21

�aymeRt9-shel:-l:--be-mede-e9-soen-e3-fttnd�-ere-eveil:-a!::d::e�

22

end of each state fiscal year, all funds not distributed from

23

t he Local Government Exemption Trust Fund shall revert to the

24

General Revenue Fund.

25

Section 7.

At the

Paragraph {c) of subsection (11) of section

�

192.001, subsection (3) of section 19 2.042, Florida Statutes,

27

1980 Supplement, paragraph (a) of subsection (2) of section

28

195.073, Florida Statutes, as amended by section 10 of chapter

�

80-248, Laws of Florida, subsection (3) and paragrap h (d) of

30

subsection (4) of section 192.032, paragraph (b) of subsection

3.1

5
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(1) of section 193.052, subsection (2) of section 193.062, and
2

section 193.511, Florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.
Section 8.

This act shall take effect January 1, 1982.

4

*****************************************
6

11

SENATE SUMMARY
Provides that inventory shall be exempt from ad valorem
taxation. Repeals provisions providing for assessment of
Provides that each quali:ied county,
inventory.
munici?ality, or special district is entitled to receive
an annual payment from the Local Government Exemption
Trust Fund equal to its pro rata share of the total net
intangible taxes collected and transferred to the fund
pursuant to s. 1-99.292(4), F.S.

12
13

14
15
16
1_7
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29
30
31

6
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SUBJECT:

BILL �O. AND SPONSOR:

Taxation

SB 141 by Senator Scott, et al

I. SUMMARY:

A.
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B.

Present Situation:

All items of inventory are assessed at 70 percent of just valuation,
for purposes of local ad valorem taxation (s. 193.517, F.S.).
However, goods in the process of manufacture and raw materials
held for physical incorporation into the goods to be sold are
assessed at· l percent of just valuation. Items of inventory were
formerly assessed at 25 percent of just valuation, which was
lowered to 10 percent and l percent in 1977. Article VII, section 4
of the Florida Constitution provides that pursuant to general law,
property held for sale as stock in trade and livestock may be valued
for taxation at a specified percentaoe of its value. This is an
exception to the state constitutional requirement of a just
valuation of all property for ad valorem taxation. In October 1980
Florida voters approved a constitutional amendment additionally
authorizing the Legislature to classify inventory for tax purposes,
or to exempt inventory from taxation (see p. 1967, 1980 Session Laws).

There is presently a Local Government Exemption Trust Fund that
compensates local governments for the loss in revenue due to the
lowering of the assessed value of inventory from 25 percent to
10 percent in 1977. (Effective for tax year 7987 the LGE Trust
Fund no longer compensates local governments for the loss in revenue
due to increased homestead exemptions.) The sole funding for the
LGE Trust Fund is the intangible personal property tax. Effective
July l, 7987, 55 percent of the net intangible taxes collected are
transferred to the Revenue Sharing Fund for counties, 75 percent
to the LGE Trust Fund, and the remaining balance to the General
Revenue Fund. Until July l, 7987, present law states that
55 percent of net intangible taxes collected are transferred to the
Revenue Sharing Trust Fund for counties and th� remaining transferred
to the LGE Trust Fund.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

SB 747 provides that all items of inventory would be exempt from
ad valorem taxation. Property appraisers would be directed not to
assess inventory located within the county.

An alternate source of revenue would be provided for qualified
counties, municipalities, and special districts entitlinq each
entity to its pro rata share of the total net intan�ible taxes
collected and transferred to the Local Government txemotion Trust
Fund. "Pro rata share" is a phrase open to interpretation. The
most likely interpretation, according to spokesmen for the Depart
ment of Revenue, would be to base a local government unit's share
on the amount of intunqible taxes contributed to the LGE Trust Fund.
However, the spokesman states that this may not be administratively
feasible. A secondary inter9retation v/Ould be to base future
LGE Trust Fund disbursements on the last fund disbursement made.
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II. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A. Public:
Businesses would be relieved of local government taxes on inventory,
presently assessed at 10 percent of just value and at 1 percent for
goods in process and raw materials. The tax itself is dependent
upon local government millage rates. Using an average millage rate
of 18.l mils, the Department of Revenue estimates that 1980 taxes
due to inventory wili" total $15.6 million. Taxes due to inventory
for 1979 are estimated to be $14 million. This represents the
amount of money to be saved by all businesses, which would most
likely increase each year.
[l.

Government�
As mentioned above, there would be a total loss of revenue
estimated to be $15.6 million for 1980 due to exempting inventory
from ad valorem taxation. A major portion of this revenue loss
would appear to be at the expense of local governments despite
the alternative funding provided. In 1980, ad valorem taxation
on inventory is estimated to total $15.6 million. In addition,
payments from the Local Government Exemption Trust Fune'
attributable to inventory is estimated to be S17 million in 1980,
totalling S32.6 million revenue to local governments. Under this
bill, no ad valorem taxes on inventory would be collected, but each
county, municipality, and special district would be entitled to
its pro rata share of the LGE Trust Fund. Therefore, the amount
of the payment from the fund is determined by the size of the
fund itself which is solely funded by 15 percent of net intangible
taxes collected. In FY 1980-81, total net intangible taxes
available for distribution are estimated to be $139.8 million,
of which 15 percent, or $21 million, is deposited in the LGE Trust
Fund. Therefore, S21 million will be available to local governments
under this bill compared to $32.6 million available in 1980 under
present law. However, more money will become available as intangible
tax collections increase, which has historically been about
10 percent per year. But more money would also become available
under present law as ad valorem taxation on inventory increases.

III.

COMMENTS:

Technical Errors -- llone Noted.
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A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to taxation; creating s.

3

196.185, Florida Statutes; exempting inventory
from ad valorem taxation; amending ss. 192.011,
192.00l(ll)(c), Florida Statutes, 1980
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6

Supplement, to conform; amending s. 196.011(1),

7

Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, relating to

8

annual application for exemption; amending s.

Carton �

.r

193.511, Florida Statutes; providing that items

10

of inven\ory shall not be assessed for

11

taxation; amending ss. 193.ll4(l)(b),

12

194.032(13)(b), 196.032(2), (3) and (4), and

13

199.292(4), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement;

14

repealing ss. 196.032, 195.073(2)(a), Florida

15

Statutes, as amended, to conform; amending s.

16

199.292(4), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,

17

to conform; repealing ss. 192.032(3), (4)(d),

18

192.042(3), 193.052(l)(b), and 193.062(2),

19

Florida Statutes, as amended, relating to

20

assessment and taxation of inventory, to

21

conform; providing an effective date.

(3)(b),

22
23

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Section 1.

Section 196.185, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
196.185

Exemption of inventory.--All items of

inventory are exempt from ad valorem taxation.
Section 2.

Section 192.011, Florida Statutes,

1980

Supplement, is amended to read:

31
1
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192.011

1

All property to be assessed.--The property

2

appraiser shall assess all property located within his county,

3

excect inventorv, whether such property is taxable, wholly or

4

partially exempt, or subject to classification reflecting a

5

value less than its just value at its present highest and best

6

use.

7

regulation promulgated by the department in order properly to

8

reflect the general law.

9

have been dedicated to or otherwise acquired by a

Extension on the tax rolls shall be made according to

Streets, roads, and highways which

10

municipality, a county, or a state agency may be assessed, but

11

need not be.
Section 3.

12

Paragraph (c) of subsection (11) of section

13

192.001, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

14

read:
192.001

15

Definitions.--All definitions set out in

16

chapter 1 that are applicable to this part are included

17

herein.

18

the imposition of ad valorem taxes:

19

In addition, the following definitions shall apply in

( 11)

"Personal property" for the purposes of ad

20

valorem taxation, shall be divided into four categories as

21

:ollo•,Js:

22

( C)

"Inventory" means only those chattels consisting

23

of items commonly referred to as goods,

wares, and merchandise

24

(as well as inventory) which are held for sale or lease to

25

customers in the ordinary course of business.

26

raw materials shall be considered to be inventory only to the

27

extent that they are acquired for sale or lease to customers

28

in the ordinary course of business or will physically become a

29

part of merchandise intended for sale or lease to custo�ers in

30

the ord�nary course of business.

31

which when completed shall be held for sale or lease to

Supplies and

2
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1

customers in the ordinary course of business shall be deemed

2

items of inventory.

3

inventory.

4

the ordinary course of business, rather than for sale, shall

5

be deemed inventory only prior to the initial lease of such

6

iterns.

All livestock shall be considered

Items of inventory held for lease to customers in

te

7
8
9

Section 4.

Subsection (1) of section 196.011, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:

10

196.011

11

(1)

Annual application required for exemption.-

Every person or organization who has the legal

12

title to real or personal property, excect inventorv, which is

13

entitled by law to exemption from taxation as a result of its

14

ownership and use shall, before March 1 of each year, file an

15

application for exemption with the county property appraiser,

16

listing and describing the property for which exemption is

17

claimed and certifying its ownership ar.d use.

18

of Revenue shall prescribe the forms upon which the

19

application is made.

20

required, by March 1 of any year shall constitute a waiver of

21

the exemption privilege for that year.

22

for exemption will not be required on public roads rights-of-

23

way and borrow pits owned,

24

govern.mental use and benefit or on property owned and used

25

exclusively by a municipality for municipal or public purposes

26

in order for such property to be released from all ad valorern

27

taxation.

28

the prior year, or a property owner who filed an original

29

application that was denied in the prior year solely for not

30

being timely filed, may reapply on a short form as prov:ded by

31

the department.

The Department

Failure to make application, when

i-iowever, application

leased, or held for exclusive

The owner of property that received an exemption in

3
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Sec-::ion 5.

1
2

Florie.a Statutes,

is

amended to read:
193.511

3
4

Sect:.:on 193.511,

Aeeeee�e�� ef Inventory.--All items of

inventory shall not be assessed for t�e purpose of taxation

B�

s
6
7
For

8
9
10

purposes of this section, fuels used in the production of
electricity shall be considered items of inventory �eeee ��

11
Section 6.

12

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) and

13

paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 193.114, Florida

14

Stat�tes, 1980 Supplement, are amended to read:

15

193.114

16

(1 )

17

Preparation of assessment rolls.--

Each property appraisir shall prepare the

following assessment rolls:
(b)

18

Tangible personal property assessment roll.

This

19

roll shall include ���e��e�t, taxable household goods, and all

20

other taxable tangible personal property.
( 3)

21

The department shall promulgate regulations and

22

forms for the preparation of t�e tangible personal property

23

roll to reflect:
(b)

24

The just value (using the factors set out in s.

25
26
Section 7.

27

Paragraph (b) of subsection (13) of section

28

194.032, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to

29

read:

30

194.032

31

(13)

Hearing complaints.--

4
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1
2
J
4
5
6
7

(b)

There shall be a line entry in each of the columns

described above, for each of the followi:1g property classes:
1.

Improved residential property, which shall be

identified as "Residential."
...2.

Improved commercial property, which shall be

identified as "Commercial."
3.

Improved industrial property, utility property,

8

leasehold interests, subsurface rights, and other property not

9

properly attributable to other classes listed herein, which

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

shall be identified as "Industrial and Misc."
4.

Agricultural property, which shall be identified as

"Agricultural."
5.

Tangible personal property aftd �R¥eM�e�1, which

shall be identified as "Business Machi:1ery and Equipment."
6.

Vacant land and nonagricultural acreage, which

shall be identified as "Vacant Lot"s and Acreage."
_Section 8.

Section 196.032, Florida Statutes, as

18

amended by chapters 80-261 and 80-274, Laws of Florida, is

19

hereby repealed.

20
21
22

Section 9.

Subsection (4) of section 199.292, Florida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
199.292

Disposition of intangible personal property

23

taxes; appropriations for expenses of assessment and

24

collection; county sharing.--

25

(4)

An amount equal to 55 percent of the total net

26

intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Revenue

27

Sharing Trust Fu:1d for Counties in the month following

28

collection.

29
JO
31

The remaining balance of net collections from this tax shall
5
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1

be transferred to the General Revenue Fur.d of the state.

2

t:1e pur;:,oses of th:s law,

3

amo�nt collected iess a pro-rata share of all costs as

4

provided in subsections (2) and (3).

5

Section 10.

For

"net collections" means t:--.e t::,tal

Subsection (3) of section 192.032, Florida

6

Statutes, as amended by chapters 78-269 ar.d 79-334,

Laws of

7

Florida, subsection (4) of section 196.0011, Florida Statutes,

8

as amended by c:1apter 79-400, Laws of Florida, and as amended

9

and transferred to paragraph (d) of subsection (4) of section

10

192.032, Florida Statutes, by chapter 79-334, Laws of Florida,

11

s�bsection (3) of section 192.042, paragraph (b) of subsection

12

(1) of section 193.052, subsection (2) of section 193.062,

13

Florida Statutes, and paragraph (a) of subsection (2) of

14

section 195.073,

15

chapter 80-248, Laws of Florida, are hereby repealed.

16

Florida Statutes, as amended by section 10,

Section 11.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

17

law and the exemp�ion provided by this act shall apply to

18

assessments made on or after January 1, 1981.

19
20
21

SENATE: SUMMARY

22

Provides that all items of inventory are exempt from ad
valorem taxation ar.d deletes references and repeals
provisions to conform. Provides that fuels used for the
production of electricity shall be considered items of
inventory for the p�rpose of taxation. Deletes provision
which transferred to the Local Gover::'..ITlent Exemption Tr�st
Fund an amount equal to 15 percent of the total net
intangible taxes collected.

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

6
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3.
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SUBJECT:

BILL "O, AND SPONSOR:

SB 9-B by· Senator Thomas

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
All items of inventory arc assessed at 10 percent of just valuation,
for purposes of local ad valorem taxation (s. 193.511, Florida Statutes).
However, goods in the process of manufacture and raw materials held
for physica1. incorporation into the goods to be sold are assessed
at 1 percent of just valuation. Items of inventory were formerly
assessed at 25 percent of just valuation, which was lowered to 10
percent and 1 percent in 1977. Article VII, section 4, of the Florida
Constitution provides that pursuant to general law, property held
for sale as stock in trade and livestock may be valued for taxation
at a specified percentage of its value. This is an exception to the
state constitutional requirement of a just valuation of all property
for ad valorem taxation. In October 1980 Florida voters approved
a constitutional amendment additionally authorizing the Legislature
to classify inventory for tax purposes, or to exempt inventory from
taxation (see p. 1967, 1980 Session Laws).
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There is currently a Local Government Exemption Trust Fund that compen
sates local governments for the loss in revenue clue to the lowering
of the assessed value of inventory from 25 percent to 10 percent in
(Effective for tax year 1981 local governments will no longer
1977.
be compensated for the loss in revenue due to increased homestead
exemptions.) The sole funding for the LGE Trust Fund is the intangible
pcrson:.il property tax. Effective July l, 1981, 55 percent of the
net intangible taxes collected arc transferred to the Revenue Sharing
Fund for counties, l5 percent to the LGE Trust Fund, :.incl the remaining
balance to the General Revenue Fund. Until July l, 198l, present
law states that 55 percent of net intangible taxes collected are trans
ferred to the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund for cauntics and the remaining
transferred to the LGE Trust Fund. Any funds remaining in the LGE
Trust Fund at the encl of each fiscal year arc transferred into the
General Revenue Fund.
The Municipal Revenue Sharing Fund currently receives ·eleven twenty
firsts of the cigarette L,,x and one-eighth of the motor fuel tax.
The County Revenue Sharing Fund currently receives 55% of the intangibles
t.,x and one twenty-first of the cigarette tax.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill provides that items of inventory will not be assessed for
purposes of acl valorem taxation.

II.

ECONOM[C IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:

A.

Public:
Businesses would be relieved of local government taxes on inventory,
presently assessed at 10 percent of just value and at 1 percent for
goods in process and raw materials. The exact impact would depend
on local millage rates. Statewide in fiscal 198l-82, ad valorem tax
relief would equal approximately $l 8. l million.
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMP�CT STATEMENT
Analyst:
G.:iines
Staff Director: Smith
Subject:
Tax.:ition

B.

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 9 -B by Senator Thom.JS

Government:
In 1981-82, the tax.:ible value of .:ill inventory is projected to equal
$973.5 million. This includes $952. 7 million of general inventory
assessed at 10:Z of full market value and $20.8 million of "goods in
process" assessed at 1% of full market value. At an estimated 18.6
mills of total 1981-82 ad valorem levies, local governments will collect
$18.1 million, of which school districts will collect $7.2 million.
The state reimburses counties, cities and special districts for t.:ixes
lost on the difference between .:issessed levels of inventory and 25%
of full market value. In 1981-82, the assessment differential is
projected to be $1,928.4 million. Under current law, the state would
reimburse $20. 7 million.
This bill would eliminate the assessment and taxation of inventory
and the current dollar -for-dollar reimbursement to cities, counties
and speci.:il districts for tax revenue lost because of assessments
less th.:in 25:Z. Thus, local governments, including school districts,
will not collect ad valorem taxes of $18. l million in 1981-82 and
t he state will not reimburse $20. 7 million. The latter amount would
revert to the General Revenue Fund.
The net general revenue impact of this bill in 1981-82 would be an
School districts would
additional $20. 7 million in general revenue.
not collect an estimated $7.2 million from the taxation of inventory.
However, because the required loc.:il effort is set at .:i dollar amount
and the discretionary mill.:ige at a fixed percentiige of this amount,
t.:ix revenue lost from inventory t.:ix reduction will be made up by all
other taxpayers. There will be some tax loss or tax gain from discretion
ary millage levies in individual districts depending on the relative
proportion of inventory located in that district.

III.

COMME:--'TS:
This act would take effect upon becoming lll'-'. The exemption provided
would apply to all assessments made on or a,fter January l, 1981.

IV.

AHEND�!ENTS:

1/1 by Appropriations - Would include "fertilizer" within the definition
Currently the taxable
of inventory, thus exempting it from taxation.
status o( fertilizer held by farmers is determined by each property
appraiser. Some property appraisers are assessing the fertilizer as
inventory which is assessed at 10 or 1 percent of its just value while
others assess it as tangible personal property which is assessed at
100 percent of its just value.
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SUBJECT:

BILL �o. AND SrnNSOR:
SB 9-!3 by Senator Thomas

su:-t�IARY:

A.

Present Situation:
All items of inventory are assessed at 10 percent of just valuation,
for purposes of local ad valorem taxation (s. 193.511, Florida Statutes).
However, goods in the process of manufacture and raw m;:iterials held
for physical incorporation into the goods to be sold are assessed
at l percent of just valuation. Items of inventory were formerly
assessed at 25 percent of just valuation, which was lowered to 10
percent and l percent in 1977. Article VII, section 4, of the Florida
Constitution provides that pursuant to general law, property held
for sale as stock in trade and livestock may be valued for taxation
at a specified percentage of its value. This is an exception to the
state constitutional requirement of a just valuation of all property
for ad valorem taxation. In October 1980 Florida voters approved
a constitutional amendment additionally authorizing the Legislature
to classify inventory for tax purposes, or to exempt inventory from
taxation ( see p. 1%7, 1980 Session Laws).
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There is currently a Local Goverrunent Exemption Trust Fund that compen
sates loccil governments for the loss in revenue due to the lowering
of the assessed value of inventory from 25 percent to 10 percent in
1977. (Effective for tax year 1981 local governments will no longer
be compensated for the loss in revenue due to increased homestecid
exemptions.) The sole funding for the LGE Trust Fund is the intcingible
personal property tax. Effective July l, I 981, 55 percent of the
net int;:ingible ta>:es collected are transferred to the Revenue Sharing
Fund for counties, 15 percent to the LGE Trust Fund, and the remaining
bal;:ince to the General Revenue Fund. Until• July l, 1981, present
law states that 55 percent of net intangible taxes collected are trans
ferred to the Revenue Sharing Trust Fund for counties and the remaining
tr�msferred to the LGE Trust Fund. Any funds remaining in the LGE
Trust Fund at the end of e;:ich fiscal year are transferred into the
General Revenue Fund.
The Municipal Revenue Sharing Fund currently receives eleven twenty
firsts of the cigarette tnx and one-eighth of the motor fuel tax.
The C ounty Revenue Sharing Fund currently receives 55% of the intangibles
tax and one twenty-first of the cigarette tax.
B.

Effect of Proposed Chnnges:
This bill provides that items of inventory will not be assessed for
purposes of ad valorem taxation.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Businesses would be relieved of local government taxes on inventory,
presently assessed at lO percent of just value and at I percent for
goods in process and raw m.1terials. The e>:nct imp;ict would depend
on local millage rates. Statewide in fiscal 1981-82, ad valorem tax
relief would equal approximately $18. l million.
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMP�CT STATEMENT
Analyst:
GCJincs
Staff Di rector: Smith
Subject:
Tax;ition

B.

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 9-B by Senator Thomas

Government:
In 1981-82, the taxable value of all inventory is projected to equal
$97].5 million. This includes $952.7 million of general inventory
assessed at l0% of full market value and $20. 8 million of "goods in
process" assessed at 1% of full market value. At an estimated 18.6
mills of total 1981-82 ad valorcm levies, local governments will collect
$18.l million, of which school districts will collect $7. 2 million.
The state reimburses counties, cities and special districts for taxes
lost on the difference between assessed levels of inventory and 25%
of full market value.
In 1981-82, the assessment differential is
projected to be $1,928. t, million.
Under current law, the state would
reimburse $20. 7 million.
This bill i:ould eliminate the assessment and taxation of inventory
and the current dollar-for-dollar reimbursement to cities, counties
and special districts for tax revenue lost because of assessments
less than 25%. Thus, local governments, including school districts,
will not collect ad valorem taxes of $18. l million in 1981-82 and
the st;ite will not reimburse $20. 7 million. The latter amount would
revert to the General Revenue Fund.
The net general revenue impact of this bill in 1981-82 would be an
additional $20.7 million in general revenue. School districts would
not collect an estimated $7.2 million from the taxation of inventory.
However, because the required local effort is set at a dollar amount
and the discretionary millage at a fixed percentage of this amount,
tax revenue lost from inventory tax reduction will be made up by all
other taxpayers. There will be some tax loss or tax gain from discretion
ary millage levies in individual districts depending on the relative
proportion of inventory located in that district.

111.

COMMENTS:
This act would take effect upon becoming law. The exemption provided
would apply to all assessments made on or after January l, 1981.
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Agricultur3.l pro!=)erty, •.thich sh all be identi::ied as I 11,7

5.

Tangible ?ersonal property aAa-tRYeAee�y, which

6.

Vacant land and nonagricultural acreage, which

"Agricultural."

l:qq

shall be identified as "Business :--lachinery and Equipment."

11.8/2

shall ·:,e identified as "Vacant L.:>ts and .:i..creage."

11.8/4

Section 4 .

81 196.032,

Subsections ( 2), (3) and (4) of section

Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as amended by

91 chapter 80-274 , La•�·s of :lorida, are amended to ::-ead:

10

196.032

12

(2)

Local Government Exemption Trust Fund; annual

111 payments to local governments for certain tax revenues lost.-Each qualified county, municipality, or special

district shall be is entitled to �e eeiYe an annual payment

13

11. 8
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Section 5.

Subsection (4) of section 199.292, norida

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, as amended by chapter 80-274, Laws
of Florida, is amended to read:
199.292

Disposition of intangible personal property

taxes; appropriations for expenses of assessment and

61 collection; county sharing.-(4)

An amount equal to 55 percent of the total net

intangi�le taxes collected shall be transferred to the Revenue

15.8/1

15.8/2
16.2

16.3
17.14/2

17.14/3

Sharing Trust Fund for Counties in t�e month :ollowing

17.14/4

intangible taxes collected shall be transferred to the Local

17.14/7

131 The remaining balance of net collections from this tax shall

17.14/9

9
10
11

collection.

An amount equal to� �5 percent of the total net 17.14/5

121 Government Exemption Trust Fund provided for ins. 196.032.
141 be transferred to the General Revenue :und of the state.

For

151 the purposes of this law, "net collections" means the total

16 amount collected less a pro-rat.a share of all costs as
1
17 provided in subsections ( 2) and (3).
Section 6 .

18

Subsection (3) of section 192.032, Florida

191 Statutes, as amended by chapters 78-269 and 79-334, Laws of

W Florida, subsection (4) of section 196.0011, Florida Statutes,
I
21 as amended by chapter 79-400, Laws of Florida, and as amended
221 and transferred to paragraph (d) of subsection (4) of section
231 192.032,

Florida Statutes, by chapter 79-334, Laws of florida,

17,14/11
1 :qq

17.14/13
17.14/14
17.14/15

17.14/16

17.14/17

241 and subsection (3) of section 192.042, paragraph ( b) of

17.14/19

Ml section 193.062, florida Statutes, are hereby repealed.

17.14/20

�I subsection (1) of section 193.052, and subsection (2) of
Section 7.

7.7

28

This act shall take effect December 31,

1980, except that section 5 of this act shall take effect July

291 1,

17,14/22

1981, anJ. ::.he exemption provided by this act shall comr.1ence I 17,14/23

301 with the next assess.:1ent :nade a:ter December 31, 1980.
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PCB #1 - INVENTORY TAX REPEAL
I.

Explanation of PCB #1

This bill is designed to implement the constitutional amendment
adopted October 7, 1980 which permits the Legislature to exempt in
ventories from ad valorem taxation. The following is a section-by
section analysis of PCB #1:
Section 1:

Amends s.193.511 to provide that items of inventory
not be assessed for ad valorem taxation.

Section 2:

Amends s. 193.114(l)(b) and (3)(b) to eliminate the
requirement that each property appraiser include
inventory on the tangible personal property tax
roll; eliminates the requirement that the Depart�
ment of Revenue provide rules and regulations to
determine the just value or inventories for inclu
sion on the tangible personal property tax roll.

Section 3:

Amends s. 194.032(13)(b), F.S., to eliminate the
requirement that Property Appraisal Adjustment
Boards report the effect of their actions on the
assessment of inventory.

Section 4:

Amends s. 196.032, F.S., relating to the Local
Government Exemption Trust Fund. Presently, coun
ties, municipalities and special districts are being
reimbursed for 96 percent of the reduction in assess
ment of inventory from 25 percent of value to 10
percent of value on finished goods and 1 percent of
value on goods in the manufacturing process, based
on the current year's tax assessment and millage.
PCB #1 would reimburse local governments for 96 per
cent of the reduction in assessment of inventory
from 25% of value to zero (.96 X 25% = 24%) based on
the just value of 1980 inventories multiplied by the
current year's millage levy in each local jurisdic
tion.
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Section 5:

Amends s. 199.292(4), F.S., to provide that 20 per
cent of Intangible Personal Property Tax collections
be transferred to the Local Government Exemption
Trust Fund. Presently 15 percent of Intangible Tax
revenues are transferred to the trust fund.

Section 6:

This section includes a number of sections in the
statutes which should be repealed in conjuction with
the exemption of inventory. These sections all deal
with administrative requirements related to the in
ventory tax which will not be needed if inventory is
exempted from taxation. The following is a list of
these sections:
-1-

s. 192.032(3)--Situs of inventory for tax purposes.
s. 193.032(4)(d)--Requirement for recordkeeping in
order to determine the appropriate tax on inventory.
s. 192.042(3)--Date of assessment of inventory.
s. 193.052(l)(b)--Requirement that a return be filed
on inventory property.
s. 193.062(2)--Date of filing of a return on inventory
property.
Section 7:

II.

Effective date of December 31, 1980 except for sec�
tion 5 which will become effective July 1, 1981.
This separate effective date for section 5 (the
change from 15 to 20 percent of intangible personal
property tax proceeds deposited in the Local Govern
ment Exemption Trust Fund) is done because these
funds will not be needed to reimburse local govern
ments for lost inventory tax revenues until after
July 1, 1981.

History and Tax Status of Inventory
1895 - Ad valorem taxes are first imposed on inventory. Under
Chapter 4322, Laws of 1895, inventories were classified as
personal property. Assessment, according to law, was to
be at 100 percent of just value.
1968 - The rate of assessment of inventory was reduced to 50 per
cent of the just value. No reimbursement was made to
cities, counties, special districts and school districts.
(Chapter 67-376, Laws of Florida.)
1969 - The rate of assessment of inventory was further reduced
to 25 percent of just value and no reimbursement of lost
revenue was made. (Chapter 67-376, Laws of Florida.)
1978 - The rate of assessment of inventory property was reduced
from 25 percent of just value to 1 percent of just value
on goods in the manufacturing process and to 10 percent of
just value on stock in trade and finished goods. Cities,
counties and municipalities are reimbursed for lost revenue
through the Local Government Exemption Trust Fund. School
districts are indirectly reimbursed for this lost revenue
through the Florida Education Financing Program (FEFP).
(Chapter 77-476, Laws of Florida.)
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III.

Taxation of Inventory Property in Southeastern States.
The following chart details the tax treatment of inventories
among the southeastern states:
State

Tax Treatment of Inventory

Alabama

Exempt.

Florida

Stock in trade and finished goods are assessed
at 10% of just value and goods in the manufac
turing process are assessed at 1% of just value.

Georgia

All inventory is assessed at 40% of value.

Mississippi

Depending upon the county, a 10 year exemption
is available for raw materials and finished
goods that are less than 50 percent complete.
Finished goods stored for shipment out of
state are exempt.

North Carolina

Inventory is assessed at 100% of fair market
value.
An income tax credit for inventory
taxes paid is available under certain cir
cumstances.

South Carolina

Exempt.

Source:

Florida Department of Commerce, "Interstate Comparison
of Business Tax Impact on a Manufacturing Firm," October
1980 draft revision.

According to Conway Publications of Atlanta, 35 states totally
exempt inventories from taxation and 7 additional states (includ
ing Florida) partially exempt inventories from taxation.
Conway
Publications, a nationally recognized authority on economic
development incentives, gathered this information through surveys
of state economic development organizations.
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Present Situation -- The Constitution permits the Legislature
to allow inventories to be assessed at a specific percentage of
value or to be exempt from ad valorem taxation. Currently inventorics held as stock in trade arc assessed at 10 percent of
value and inventories held as goods in the manufacturing process arc assessed at 1 percent of val uc.

Probable Effect of the Proposed Change -- This measure would
exempt inventories from ad valorcm taxation and provide that
they not be assessed. Cities, counties and special districts
would be reimbursed through the Local Government Exemption Trust
Fund for the revenue lost as a result of this exemption based
on the 1980 just valuation of inventories and the current year's
applicable millage. The revenue lost by school boards, except
for discretionary millage, school maintenance millage and voted
millage for debt service, will be reimbursed by the Florida
Education Finance Program.

FISCAL IMPACT:
This measure would reduce local and school taxes by the amounts in
dicated below. The mechanisms for reimbursement of funds are also
indicated.
Local Government
Entitl
Cities, counties
and special
districts

I II .

Amount of
Loss
$8.8 million

Mechanism for
Reimbursement

Net
Loss

Local Government
Exemption Trust
Fund

None

School districts
(required local
effort)

3.7

FEFP

None

Discretionary mil
lage, school main
tenance and school
debt service

2.5

None

$2.5 m

$15.0 million

COM�lENTS:
This measure would implement the constitutional amendment adopted
on October 7, 1980 which gave the Legislature the authority to
exempt inventories from taxation.
Analysis prepared by:

Thomas R. HcSwain

Staff Director:

Carl Brosch

com!ITTEE ON TOURIS�l AND ECONmtic DEVELOPMENT
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
January lG, 1981
PCB:

#1 / H B

SPONSOR:

Committee on Tourism & Economic Development

RELATI:--G TO:
I.

Inventory Tax

surn1ARY:

A.

Present Situation -- The Constitution permits the Legislature
to allow inventories to be assessed at a specific percentage of
value or to be exempt from ad valorem taxation. Currently in
ventories held as stock in trade are assessed at 10 percent
of value and inventories held as goods in the manufacturing
process are assessed at l percent of value.

B.

Probable Effect of the Proposed Change -- This measure would
exempt inventories from ad valorem taxation and provide that
they not be assessed. Cities, counties, and special districts
would not be reimbursed for the revenue lost as a result of
this exemption. In addition, this bill would end reimburse
ments to local governments for the reduction in inventory
assessment that was adopted in 1977. The revenue lost by
school boards, except for discretionary millage, school main
tenance millage and voted millage for debt service, will be
indirectly replaced thru the Florida Education Finance Pro
gram ( FEFP).
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FISCAL HIPACT:
A.

State Fiscal Impact:
This measure would result in a gain in general revenue of
$15.600,000. This would occur because the state would no
longer be using 15 percent of the intangible personal property
tax to fund the Local Government Exemption Trust Fund.

B.

Local Government Fiscal Impact:
Local Government
Entity
Citl�s. co1Jnl!Ps
anU sprclal
U isl r i r; l .s

Amount of l.os�
Du� to
_!::�t. of Inv.
� 8. 8 ml 1

Prc,o"n t Hee h.
for R'"'lnibur!'�
Local Gov,..rn
ment £;,c(>mf)t.
Trust fund

Audltlonnl
Loss DuP tn
rlC"pr:11 of (.(;ETf

Total
Loss

$1G.7 milllon

$25. 5 m

S<:ll•,111 dist r le t.s
( r<��u ! rf".'J lnc:1 I
Pf f 1)rt)

J.7

FF.fl'

None

OlscrPtlon1lry n1ll
ln.i,.:<', ,.,;r:hnol muln
lC'n:lnl.:� and sch1)ul
Lil"ht .Sf'rV I Ct'

2.5

None

None

sfr.:o

NonC'

J.J

mllllor

• Dors nut lnclmlP Impact (>f '?llmlnation of nll ndmlnistratlve cxpf'nse.

I I I.
This measure would implement the constitutional amendment adopted
on October 7, 1980 which gave the Legislature the authority to
exempt inventories from taxation.
It is the intent of this Committee that the question of amount and
method of possible reimbursement is more appropriate to the Com
mittee on Finance and Taxation.
Analysis prepared by:

Thomas R. .'.icSw:-i in

Staff Director:

Garv Grosch
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Ti me
Place

J

nouse of Representatives

Tourism & Economic Develo!')ment

Date of meeting

<;Nies

r

i\i:CO"D( -

I

VOTE:

YEA

Carton �

-p,� F.) •fi I CH� � rz.)

l'\E�BER

FAVORABLE
FAVORABLE WITH __AMEND'1ENTS
FAVORABLE WITH SUBSTITUTE
UNFAVORABLE

YEA

NAY

l'IFMRf:R

X

ElANKHEAD

X

WILLIA 1 !S

X

CARLTON

X

CR.,\ \\'FORD

X

Dt\l',SON
EVANS

X

NAY

CH\!.

(A)

FRIED\!AN
GARDNER

X

GRANT

X

GUST,\FSON

X

JOHNSON

X

LEWIS

X

PATTERSON

X

d. I ;z_

.

(A)

PLli�l�IER

X

ROBI':ISON, V-CW.!.

X

STEELE
WARD

(A)

-

u��'l

Total
Yeas

Total
Nays
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The following persons (ocher than legislators) appeared before the committee
during the consideration of chis bill:
Representing

Name

Charles Reed

Governor's Office

Sid Levin

Depa1·tment of Commerce

Rav Sittig

fl a. Le8 gue o L Cit i_es
State Association of
County Comm1ss1oncrs

\like \!orell

Address

The CaJ?.i tol
Tallahassee, Florida
Collins Buildin9'
Tallahassee. Florida
P. 0. Box 1757
Tallahassee. Florida
P. 0. Box 54 9
Tallahassee, Florida

NOTE: Please indicate by an "X" any S:ate e:nployee appearing at the
-- request of Committee Chairman.
(If additional persons, enter on reverse side and check here

Fi le � couigs tJ1� th Clt2:1V.
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Prepared 06/16/81
by the Committee on
Finance and Taxation

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF RE PRESENTATIVES
1981
FISCAL NOTE

HB SB
Bill Number
As Introduced

STATE & LOCAL GOVE RN�IBNT IM PACT
In COITJ?liance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Governments as a . ..,hole.
I.
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DESC RIPTION OF BILL
A.
Fund or Tax Affecterl
Ad Valorem Tax
G eneral Revenue Fund
B.

Princioal Aqencv Affected
Department of Revenue

C.

Soonsor's Statement of Purpose
To implement the constitutional amendment passed in October, 1980,
authorizing the exemption of inventory for ad valorem tax purposes.

D.

Narrative Summarv
Provides that items of inventory are exempt from ad valorem taxes.
Makes all necessary technical changes to Chapters 192-196 to exempt
inventory. Changes the definition of inventory to include fuels
used in the production of electricity so that such fuels continue to
be considered inventory.

!0ar.ton J.11£..!:/..
9, (,,1, 1<.1 I{� 1 1 ct Ei'/

Deletes the provision in Chapter 199 which distributes 15% of the
intangibles tax receipts into the Local Government Exemption Trust
Fund, and places said re'ceipts in the General Revenue Fu:id. Repeals
said fund, thereby terminating all ad �alorem reimbursement by the
state to counties, cities and soecial districts (reimbursement to
schools for certain discretionary levies will continue).

II.

FISCAL I�WACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-uo Effects
None
B.

Recurrin9 or Annudlized Continu�tion Effects
Exemption of inventory results in an estimated state revenue
increase of $20.7 m because the state will no longer reimburse local
governments for revenue losses due to the assessment of inventory at
a fractional rate of less than 25%.

C.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
None

D.

Aoorooriations Conseou nces/Source oE Funds
None

8lhxx5Bin0

0

Prepared 06/16/81
by the Committee on
Finance and Taxation

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1981
FISCAL NOTE

HB 5B
Bill Number
As Introduced

STATE & LOCAL G OVERNMENT IMPACT
In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relati·,e to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Go•,ernments as a whole.
III.

FISCAL I�ACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AS A WHOLE
A. Non-Recurrina or First Year Start-uo Effects
None
8.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
Local governments' ad valorem revenues will decrease approximately
$18.1 m of which $7.2 m is school taxes and $10.9 m is citv, county
and special district taxes.
Local governffients' state reimbursement
approximately $47.5 m of which $20.7 m
(inventories) and $26.8 m results from
1980 session taking effect for 1981-82
homestead reimbursement)
Schools are
reibursement changes.

monies will decrease
results from this bill
legislation passed in the
(termi�ation of senior
unaffected by the

Combined city-county losses, including 1980 law changes:
C.

IV.

$-58.4 m.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
No�e

CO�MENTS:
The amendments provide that inventory will be exempt from local ad
valorem taxation effective with the 1982 rolls (fiscal year 1982-83)
Therefore the state gain of $20.7 m and the local losses of $18.1 m in
inventory taxes and $20. 7 m in in·,entory reimbursement (total local loss
of $38.8 m) will not occur until 1982-83.
(However, the $26.8 m loss from the 1980 legislation terminating senior
homestead reimbursement will take effect in 1981-82.)
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1)

Roll Call

2)

Consideration of the following:
HB 20-B (Pajcic} - Dealer Collection

TP'D.

b.

HB 11-B (Pajcic} - Tax Administration

FAVORABLE

c.

PCB #5 - Transportation; Advance Construction of
Interstate

3)• ai1·

a.m.

�x;cx

lo coruider

a.

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF ST/\TE
R. A. GRAY BLJILDITJG
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
Serles /

at 10: 30

FAVORABLE
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Meeting recessed until call of the Chairman
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MEETING RECONVENED AT 5:30 FOR CONSIDERATION
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OF THE FOLLOWING:
FAVORABLE HB 5-B (Crawford) - Exemption of Inventory
W/2 AMEND.
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White - to ce posted
Canary - Cdlendu
Pink - Com1'uter
Goldenroo - your f1 le
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a• required b y House Rules 6.2 cr.d 6.4.
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